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INTRODUCTION
The following investigation is a continuation of experi-
ments made "by the writer at the University of Illinois which were
recorded in a thesis entitled ''Transporting Capacity of Currents
of TCater" . This investigation is extended to include the effect
of the slope of the stream "bed.
PLANNING OF WORK
In order to simplify the problem, and to make definite
results possible spheres were used as the form of the todies to
be transported. In this way the variation due to dissimilarity
of form was eliminated, and more accurate determination of the
other variables could be made. In the previous experiments the
following variables were considered, all of the other variables
being kept constant, velocity of water, diameter of spheres used,
specific gravity of the materials and the velocity of the spheres.
In the latter experiments an additional variable was introduced,
the slope of the bed of the stream.

APPARATUS

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
The apparatus was composed of a long channel into which
water was introduced through a weir "box which was supplied through
a vertical orifice. The channel was made very rigid and an addi-
tional precaution was taken in that the supports for it were placed
at every five feet. The length of the channel was PA feet.
The
dimensions are given in Figure 1.
V/W**! Fig. 1.
Side view of apparatus
Cross section of flume
The method of introducing the water was to have a large
orifice box which was placed above the flume, with a space of from
six to eight inches between the top of flume and the bottom of box.
Through the bottom of tMB box was drilled a number of one and a
half inch holes in orde^ to distribute the water more uniformly
over the bottom of the flume and to eliminate as much as possible
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the wave action which is always the result of the disturbance of
the water. About four feet from the upper end of the flume a
baffle was placed containing many quarter inch holes, and about
one foot from this was placed another "baffle composed of straight
rods of steel of a quarter inch cross—section and placed about one
and a half inches apart. This insured the water "being introduced
into the flume with as little wave motion as possible. The method
of approximating the quantity of water was by means of a verticil
edifice placed in the primary weir box. This was only used to
bring the velocity of the water in the flume somewhere near that
required, but it was of very great service in eliminating a large
waste of time in obtaining the desired velocity and eventually in
the making of the experiments. The actual velocity was measured by
means of a pitot tube which had "been previously rated. The material!
used for the spheres were steel, lead, sine, and aluminum, the last
three having been cast in sand moulds and afterwards surfaced. Con-
siderable difficulty was experienced in casting and a great amount
of time lost, but the subsequent results seem to show thn.t the sur-
faces approached uniformity for any one kind of material. The writei
would advise the assistance and advice of an experienced moulder if
it is necessary for a future investigator to cast in sand. After
casting, the spheres v/ere surfaced with emery. This was done by the
use of wooden buffing tools. Two tools were made for each ball, one
being chucked into the lathe while the other was held by hand. The
greater friction surface offered by the larger tool was used to turn
the ball while the smaller one was used as a buffer. The method
used is explained somewhat in full because considerable time v/as
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spent "before this method suggested itself.
The different surfaces on the ."bottom of the flume were ob-
tained "by using glass, wood and sand. Three different sizes of
sand were used passing No. 18, 30, and 40 sieves. The effective
sizes of the materials from those sieves were 1.13, .68, and .49
m.ra. The sand was sifted on the freshly painted "bottom of the
flume, and paint allowed to dry. It was found necessary to use
very thin paint in order to avoid grooves due to the paint "brush.
The effective length of the flume was 15 feet and the different
slopes on which the "bottom of the flume was laid was 0, 1/320 and
1/160. Slopes greater than this were not used "because of the limit
ed time which was available for the experimental work. The actual
velocity of the water in the flume was measured "by the use of the
pitot tube before mentioned.
The pitot tube measures the velocity head of a current of
water by means of a tube bent at right angles, with its mouth
placed up stream. The water will be forced into this tube due
to its velocity, and the height it will rise in the tube will
indicate the velocity head of the stream. With small velocities
it is desirable to magnify readings of the velocity head. For
this reason a pitot tube was devised which used liquids of differ-
ent specific gravity as a means to magnify the readings of the
head.
The pitot tube used see (Fig. S) consists of a bent glass
tube A. with a drawn out and finely ground point, a straight tube
B, and a differential gauge consisting of a U tube 0, with flex-
ible tubing, stop cocks and connections as shown. Into the tube
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C was introduced a liquid of greater specific gravity than water
and which was insoluble in water. Carbon tetra—chloride fC Cl)
and "benzole fC.H ) were mixed in varying pro-portions allowing
specific gravities to range from 1.0 to 1.6.
The underlying principle may "be exx^lained "by referring to
Fig. 2.. Taking a section through tube C at Y it is readily seen
that the pressures in "both arms are equal. Taking another section
at X the difference of pressure will "be equal to the difference
in the weight of the liquid in the two arms of tune C. "between
sections X and Y. Supposing in the upstream arm of the tube the
section "between X and Y is filled with carbon tetra-chloride and
"benzole and in the down stream arm it is water, the difference
will "be equal to h times the specific gravity of carbon tetra-
chloride and benzole minus h times the specific gravity of water.
Letting specific gravity of carbon tetra—chloride and benzole be
represented by S the difference will be
hfS - 1)
It can be readily seen that the actual velocity head will
be
hfS - 1)
feet while the difference shown by the column will be h. Since
S may be made to approach 1, the difference between the specific
gravity of benzole and carbon tetra—chloride mixed and the water
may be made as small as may be desired, and therefore a very small
velocity head may be made to show a large reading of h. In this
way it is possible to measure a very small velocity head. This
furnishes an accurate method of measuring the velocity of the water
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below the surface provided the apparatus is accurately rated, and
large velocities can also he measured by increasing the specific
gravity of the liquid in the U tube.
A curve similar to the one shown (Fig. 3) but on a larger
scale was used on which the head in feet and velocity in feet per
second were plotted as absissae and ordinates, respectively, for
all the different mixtures used in tube C in the experiment. This
simply increased the speed at which experiments could be performed
and eliminated a large source of error in the results.
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Preliminary experiments were performed in order to ascertaiz
the "best ranges of the velocities of water, the slope of the "bed
of the flume, and the diameter of "balls to he used in the later
experiments. This was done by using steel balls which were the
only ones available. The range in velocities decided upon was
between 2.00 and 3.50 feet per second. The reason for this limit
was due to the fact that 3.50 feet per second gave the largest
amount of water that could he introduced into the flume under all
the varying conditions. In order to get a larger velocity in the
flume with the zero slope condition it would be necessary to have
a greater depth of flow than that which could be obtained. A
shorter flume of the same depth would carry more water if the out-
fall was open. The minimum velocity was governed by the size of
the balls. The depth of flow in the flume at minimum velocity con-
ditions being scarcely enough to cover the largest sizes of hall
used. In the previous experiments carried out hy the writer with
the bottom of the flume level a lower velocity was ootained by
damming the end of the flume, "but this was not practicable where
different conditions of slope were desired. The maximum size of
hall was limited by the depth of water in the flume which could he
obtained under all conditions. The factors governing the minimum
size 7/as the difficulty of making a very small hall truly spherical
with the methods available. In the time at the writer's disposal
experiments could be made with only two different slopes, and the
level hed. Variation, of the specific gravity was obtained by the
use of spheres of different materials. Specific gravities of 11.3,
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7.7, 6.8, and 2.7 were obtained by using the following materials:
lead, steel, zinc and aluminum. Steel and zinc having nearly the
same specific gravity bring out the effect of the surface conditions
.
The zinc being surfaced similar to the lead and aluminum while the
steel was smooth and polished.
The rating of the pitot tube was the same as used for the
former experiments, although enough experiments were performed to
check the constant for the nozzle used. The following is quoted
from the previous thesis by the writer. "The method of obtaining
the rating for the pitot tube, that is to determine C in the for-
mula
V *-C/2gh
was as follows. The mouths of tubes A and B (Fig. 2.) were brought
as near as possible the surface of the water in the flume without
allowing air to be introduced through them. Floats were then used
on the surface of the water and the time taken in conjunction with
the distance over which the floats passed. This gave a means of
determining the surface velocity (Ym) of the water. The head in
the tube was read and the velocity calculated from this head by
the formula
Vt = /2gh
The actual velocity of course was given by the float. Then —
Vw
would give the constant C, necessary to be used in order to arrive
at a correct value of the velocity when using the pitot tube.
The nomenclature used for the rating of the pitot tube was
as follows:
Ht. Head in tube c. (ft)

Vt. Velocity shown by curve for specific gravity used
41a tube c. ( ft . per sec .
)
7v
» ff • Velocity of water CVt. f ft . per sec .
)
L. Distance through which floats rere timed. (ft)
T. Time. (seconds)
C. Constant in the formula ^
Data.
specific gravity of liquid used in U tube = 1.6. f ol4 J
vv:. Et. Vt. L. • M-J
.77• .0198 .82 17 *-* & • 94
.59 .0133 .72 17 24.6 .96
1.20 .0440 1.31 17 14.8 .92
.77 .0165 .80 17 21.2 96
Each of the numbers in columns Vw, Ht are an average of 10
readings
.
VwAverage —1 = = .94 which was used as the rating for the
Vt
pitot tube throughout".
The experiments covered the same ground as those previous-
ly made with the addition of a slope variable.
1st. group. P.elation between the velocity of balls and
velocity of material.
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2nd. group. Relation between the velocity of balls and
size of "balls.
3rd. group. Relation between the velocity of balls and
specific gravity of balls.
4th. group. Relation between the velocity of balls and
the slope of the bottom of the flume.
The variables for each group were plotted on logarithmic
paper and the relations obtained as explained in the description
of logarithmic plotting. ( see appendix)
nomenclature.
Vt. Velocity taken from curve (Fig. 3) due tc reading Ht.
f ft . per sec.
)
Vw. Velocity of water =* C Vt. =r .94 Vt. (ft. per sec.)
Ht. Head shown in pitot tube. (feet)
Db. Diameter of ball. (inches)
Vb. Velocity of ball. (feet per sec.)
L. Distance that balls were rolled, (feet)
T. Time. (seconds)
Sp.G. Specific gravity. (water units)
S Slope.
Data assumed. Specific gravity of lead 11.3, steel 7.7,
and glass 2.7.
Group I. Relation between the velocity of balls and vel-
ocity of water.
This group of experiments is tabulated on the following
sheets, and from these tabulations, logarithmic plottings obtained.
Prom an examination of the plottings the following relation is
found:
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Tb = fV\v)^C
.
heing a constant, which in Group I shall satisfy the equation.
The group is subdivided into experiments in which the sur-
face in contact is glass and wood and different sizes of each. The
purpose of this is to eventually arrive at the division of the con-
stant C used in the general formula and to give coefficients for
the different materials used.
I
1<
The balls were rolled
vw, bp. U. VD
.
2. 80 M rr7 . 7 2. 62
2.85 11 2.60
2.56 n 2.14
2 . OO 11 i on1 . y u
r\ a2 . 04 11 1.03
2 . 00 ir T C (~\1 . 60
2 . 83 /. 7 d , d 7
2.85 it 2.27
2.56 11 1.92
2 . 33 it 1. 67
. U4 it 1 • 41
2 . uu ti 1 . 4U
2 . 83 7 . / T Q O1 . Hh
2.85 ft 2.00
2.56 ft 1.66
<d . OO n 1.4D
2 . 04 ti 1 . 29
^ . UU fi 1 . do
^80 ll.O 1 . y /
2.85 It 1.87
2.56 tt 1.70
It 1 . oO
O H/1
<; • U4-
ft T 'z. rz1.33
2.00 tl 1 . 27
2 . 83 11.3 1 • 67
2.85 tt 1.67
2.56 11 1.52
tt ~\ 'TO1 . 30
r> yl2 • 04 tt 1 . 15
>d • UU tt 1 TO1 . l<d
2. 80 . 8 O T A2 . 14
2.85 n 2.31
2.56 II 1.98
2. 3? tt 1 . /O
2 . U4 tt 1 . 57
2. 00 tl 1 . <L7
2 . 83 6.8 1.92
2.85 If M 2.08
2.56 ft 1.79
2 . 33 If 1 . 57
r\Aa . U4 II 1.39
2 . 00 tl 1 . 27
2.8? 6.8 1.63
2.85 tt 1.90
2.56 ii 1.56
2.33 tt 1.40
§:86
n
11 it if Hi
on £la3s
ppe Vw. Sp.G. Vb.
2.83 7.7 2.35
II 2 . 85 tf 2. 35
II 2. 56 tt 1 . 97
If 2. "3 it 1 . 74
tf 2 . 04 it 1 . 47
ft 2. 00 tt 1 AC1 . 45
2.83 7.7 2.03
tt 2. 85 tt 2. 10
If 2.56 tt 1 . 76
ft 2 . 33 TT T CO1 . 52
ft 2 . 04 Tf 1.33
II 2 . 00 It 1 . 27
2.83 11.3 2. 14
II
*d • CO it 1 98
tf 2. 56 it 1 . 88
tt O ^Z "7
<3 . OO tt 1 . U
tl r\ a2 . 04 it 1 . 4b
11 002 . UU tt 1 a r\1 . 4U
2.83 11.3 1.83
tt 2. 85 TT 1 . 79
ft 11
I . r>3
tt 2 . 33 Tf 1.41
tf 2. 04 TJ 1. 25
tf 2.00 tf 1 . 20
2.83 11.3 1.55
TT 2 . 85 IT 1.56
tt 2 . 56 ft If 1 . 44
ft r-\ f~* T72.55 ft T O f~~1 . 25
T| 2. 04 || 1. 06
Tt 2 . 00 tt 1 . 06
2.83 6.8 1.97
2. 85 tt 2.11
fl 2 . t>6 it 1 . 87
TT 2.33 tt 1 . 63
TT 2 . 04 IT 1 . 45
It 2. 00 Tf
2.83 6.8 1.70
tf 2 . 85 tt 1 . 98
Tt 2 . Do tt 1.65
If 2. 33 tt T /IK1 . 4o
It 2. 04 tt 1 . 27
TT 2.00 tt 1. 17
2.8^ 2.7 2.40
tf 2.85 tt 2.59
tl 2.56 ft 2.28
It 2.33 tt 2.03
II tt 1.7Q
II i*.8o tt 1.63
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Vw. Sp. G. Vu. Slope Vw. Sp. G. Vo.
2.8? 2.7 2.25 2. 83 2.7 2. 10
2. 85 2.42 itii 2. 85 tt 2.30
2. 56 M 2.08 tiff 2. 56 tt 1 .90
2. 33 IT 1.88 f fii 2.33 ti 1.79
2.04 N 1.60 tt 2.04 ft 1.53
2.00 tt 1.47 it 2.00 ft 1.44
2.83 2.7 2. 14 2. 83 2.08
2.85 ft 1.92 tt 2.85 It 1.80
2.56 MIf 1.72 tt 2.56 tf 1.60
2. 33 ftii 1.63 tiit 2. 33 ttTT 1.55
2.04 tt 1.40 ti 2.04 tt 1.34
2.00 tf 1.31 tt t» 2.00 tt 1.29
The surface in contact was wood
2. 30 6.8 1.45 2. 30 6.8 1.31
2. 64 MIT 1.65 ti 2. 64 tf 1.53
2.82 Tf 1. 82 If 2.82 ti ft 1.78
3. 18 tf 2. 14 H 3. 18 tt 1.93
3.50 tt 2.34 ftIT 3.50 tt 2.08
2. 30 0.8 1.27 2.30 1. 15
2. 64 if 1.44 ff 2. 64 1.36
2.82 f 1. 67 IT 2.82 ii 1. 50
3. 18 ft 1.78 tt 3.18 tt 1.63
3.50 n 1.94 tt 3.50 tf 1.74
2.30 6.8 1.07 2. 30 11.3 1.26
2.64 f i 1.29 n 2. 64 it 1.42
2.82 IITI 1.41 tt 2.82 it 1. 69
3. 18 tf 1.50 tf 3. 18 tt 1.82
3.50 ii 1.67 tt 3.50 tt 2.08
2. 30 11. 3 1. 15 2. 30 11.3 1.07
2. 64 tt 1.31 tf tf 2.64 ft 1.29
2.82 M 1.50 tf 2. 82 ttTT 1. 50
3. 18 11 1.70 tf 3. 18 tt 1.4*6
3.50 11 1.88 ft 3.50 it 1.75
2. 30 11.3 1.00 2. 30 11.3 0.94
2. 64 1.20 tf 2. 64 tt 11 15
2.82 1.39 tt 2. 82 ttTT 1.25
3. 18 » 1.41 tf ft 3. 18 tt 1.32
3.50 tt 1.60 II 3 . 50 ti 1.52
2. 30 .7.7 1.47 2.30 7.7 1.56
2. 64 tt 1.76 tf °. 54 tl 1,63
2.82 ItIf 1.90 It 2.82 ttTT 1. 75
3. 18 tt 2.14 It 3.18 ft 1.92
5.50 tt 2.27 tf 3.50 tf 2.08
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Vw. Sp.G. Vb. Slope Vw. Sp.G. Vb.
2.50 7.7 1.28 2.50 7.7 1.29
P A A. tf it P A4 tt
2.82 ti• 1.63 it 2.82 tt 1.56
5.18 1.79 it 3.18 tt 1.63
5.50 tf 1.98 tt 3.50 tt 1.88
2.50 7.7 1.12 2.30 2.7 1.54
it tt P A4- tt 1 P.P.± . oo
2.82 it 1.50 ft 2.82 tt 2.14
5.18 tt 1.56 tt 3.18 tt 2.50
3.50 it 1.75 tt 3.50 tt 2.50
2.30 2.7 1.48 2\,30 2.7 1.44
P A<1 ft J. » / u tl P A4. it 1 PC)
2.82 tt 1.98 II 2.82 tt 1.83
3.18 ft 2.14 ft 3. 18 it 1.90
3.50 tt 2.21 tl 3.50 ft 2.08
2.30 2.7 1.50 2.30 2.7 1.25
P A/L tt 1 RO 13 P A4. tt i.oy
2.82 it 1.70 .: 2.82 tt tt 1.63
tt 1.88 II ti J. • r O
n 1.95 If 5.50 tt 1.83
The surface in contact was No. 18 sand
2.26 2.7 1.14 2.26 2.7 1.04
2.78 w 1.41 it 2.78 1.21
3.20 it 1.79 tt 3.20 it 1.65
2.26 2.7 .97 2.26 2.7 .87
2.78 tt 1.15 ft 2.78 tt 1.07
3.20 tt 1.57 tt 3.20 tt 1.48
2.26 2.7 .82 2.26 7.7 .64
2.78 H 1.00 tt 2.78 tt .80
3.20 tt 1.40 ft 3.20 n 1.05
2.26 7.7 .58 2.26 7.7 .54
2.78 tt .70 It tf 2.78 ti .65
3.20 tt .94 11 3.20 it .88
2.26 7.7 . 50 2.26 7.7 .47
2.78 tt .61 tf 2.78 it .55
3.20 tt .83 tf 3.20 tt .79
2.26 6.8 .73 2.26 6.8 .67
2.78 it .84 tt 2.78 it .75
3.20 tt 1.07 tf 3.20 tt .95
2.26 6.8 .65 2. 26 6.8 .53
2.78 n .68 It 2.78 tt .64
3.20 tt .92 tt 3.20 tt .84
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Vw. Sp . G
.
Vd. Slope Vw. Sp.G. Vo.
2.26 6.8 .51 2.26 11.3 . 50
2.78 tt .GO tt 2.78 tt .60
5, 20 tt .81 tt 3.20 tt . 63
2.26 11.3 .46 2.26 11.3 .43
2.78 H .56 ft 2.78 ti .52
3. 20 ft . 81 tt 3.20 it .59
2.26 11.3 .39 2.26 11.3 .38
2.78 tt .4-7 tt 2.78 tt .46
3.20 ti .55 ItIT 3.20 .53
The surface in contact was Mo . 30 sand.
2.26 2.7 1. 12 2 . 26 2.7 1.02
2.78 1. 63 tt 2.78 tt 1.47
3. 20 2.08 ft 3 . 20 1.88
2.26 2.7 . 96 2.26 2.7 .85
2.28 tl 1.41 ft 2.78 tt 1.32
3.20 ft 1.77 tt 3.20 tt 1. 60
2.26 2.7 . 80 2.26 6.8 .72
2.78 tt 1 ^5 It 2.78 tt 1. 14
3. 20 it 1.54 ft 3.20 tt 1.44
2.26 6-8 2.26 6.8 . .61
2.78 ft OR' ft 2.78 tt .93
3.20 ft 1.25 tl 3.20 tt 1. 20
2.26 6 8 54 2.26 6.6 .51
2.78 ft flfl• oc tt 2.78 !f .84
3.20 tt 1 07 tt 3. 20 ft 1.00
2.26 7.7 .67 o op. 7.7 .61
2.78 tt 1.09 tt 2.78 it .98
3. 20 tt 1.34 ft 3. ^0 tt 1 . 17
2.26 7.7 .58 2.26 7.7 .51
2.78 tt .90 It 2.78 tt .86
3.20 it 1. 10 ft 3. 20 tt 1. 00
2.26 7.7 .43 2.26 11.3 .57
2.78 tt .80 ft 2.78 it .71
3.20 tt .94 ft 3. 20 n .88
2.26 11.3 .51 2.26 11.3 .49
2.78 n .65 tt 2.78 ti .61
3.20 ft .79 tt 3.20 tt .77
2.26 11.3 .45 2.26 11.3 .43
2.78 ft .57 tt 2.78 tt .54
3.20 it .70 ff 3.20 it : .68

The surface in contact
Vw. Sp.G. Vb.
O OA A P 1 . uu
2.78 ft 1.41
2.20 n 1.60
O OA
<C . dO A O QO
2.78 ft 1. 15
5.20 ft 1.31
A S3
• f e
2.78 fl 1.00
3.20 tr 1.20
n o A n o
2.78 if 1.25
3.20 tf 1.40
O OA
<s. /do •7 O Q 1.Ol
2.78 ft 1.07
3.20 tt 1.27
O OA
<< . iOU O 1 1 • Oo
2.78 ft 1.83
3.20 tt 2.14
O OA O "7
<o
.
f 1 • OO
2.78 ft 1.60
3.20 ft 1. 79
O OA
<& * CD o 17 ± . 1U
2.78 tt 1.41
3.20 tt 1.55
O OA 11. A R• DO
O "7C3 tt
• yo
3.20 tt 1.02
2.26 11.3 .58
2.78 tt .83
3.20 tt .96
--18"
is No. 40 sand.
Slope Vw. Sp.G. Vb.
2.26 6.8 .90
1t O 7P tt 1 . <cl
tt rz; on tt
2.26 6.8 no
ft O O O tt i no1 . U /
tf ^n tt i 001 . s f
2.26 7.7 1.06
ft 70 tt 1
.
tt onO
.
d\J tt i Rn1 . ou
2.26 7.7 .88
fl 90 tt 1 "I A1 . ID
tf on tt
2.26 7.7 .76
It 70 ti i n**
If a on tt 1 0*,
2.26 2.7 1.42
ft 70 tt 1 AO1 • D 1
It h on tt 1 QQi. yo
OR 2.7 1.18
tf oq
<C
. fa tt 1 A7
tt ^ on tt T AO
2.26 11.3 .74
tt ti i n n1 . UU
tf
'z. on it 1 1 AI, in
2.26 11.3 .62
ft 2.78 tf .89
tf 3.20 ft .97
2.26 11.3 .56
ft 2.78 tf .77
ft 3.20 tt .9?

21
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
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Uo attempt has been made in the plotting of the Vb and Vw
to show 6aoh curve "because there are about a hundred experiments.
If each experiment was plotted the result would be a very large
number of confusing lines intersecting each other. The writer has
taken experiments at random from each set, and plotted them to show
the relation existing. However, all of the experiments were checked
up and found consistent with the plotted results.
From an examination of the logarithmic plottings the fol-
lowing relation was found:
Vb = (Vw)*TJ
Group II. Relation between the velocity of balls and size
of balls .
From an examination of the logarithmic plottings the fol-
lowing relation was found
vb = (mf c
C being a constant for each experiment
.
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The balls were rolled on glass,
Vb Sp.G Db Slope Vb Sp.G Db
o PO 7 7 ? no o P 14 X X . >J p nn
2.38 ft 1.25 II 1.97 tt 1.25
2.27 M 1.00 tt 1.83 tl 1.00
2.03 ft .63 n 1.67 It .63
1.88 ft .50 ft 1.55 It .50
P 14Cj . X X 6 P p on n\j p 4n P 7 p on
1.97 II 1.25 it 2.25 ft 1.25
1.92 It 1.00 it 2.10 ti 1.00
1.70 If .63 it 1.95 it .63
1.63 •1 .50 it 1.83 tt .50
P PC)Ci « UU 7 7 p nn nV-/ P RQ P 7 p nniG . U U
2.35 ti 1.25 II 2.42 N 1.25
2.27 ti 1.00 tt 2.30 tt 1.00
2.10 ii .63 ft 2.14 tf .63
2.04 ii .50 It 2.08 II .50
P 4-1 P Ru . o p nn n 1 QR X X . o p nn<£» » UU
2.21 ii 1.25 II 1.87 tt 1.25
2.08 ti 1.00 If 1.79 tl ft 1.00
1.98 ft .65 ft 1.67 ft .63
1.90 fi .50 tl 1.56 tt .50
4. . zfO P R p nn nu P 14-<o . X^t 7 7 p nn
1.87 11 1.25 tt 1.97 ft 1.25
1.79 II 1.00 tt 1.92 tf 1.00
1.65 It .63 • tt 1.76 tf .63
1.56 II .50 fi 1.66 ft .50
1 rr III u p nn<-/ . UU nu P PR P 7. f p nn<j . uu
1.70 II 1.25 tt 2.08 tt 1.25
1.63 II 1.00 tt 1.90 tt 1.00
1.52 It .63 tt 1.72 ft .63
1.44 It .50 n 1.60 tt .50
P 7 p nn<C
. UU u l on 7 7 p nn<cj . uu
1.88 ii 1.25 ft 1.74 ft 1.25
1.79 it 1.00 II 1.67 ft 1.00
1.63 tt .63 ft 1.52 tt .63
1.55 n .50 ft 1.45 ft .50
1 7R P Ru
. o p nnC> . UU u 1 POX . uu 11 ^X X • o p nn. uu
1.63 ft 1.25 tt 1.50 tt 1.25
1.57 it 1.00 tt 1.41 ft 1.00
1.45 it .63 tt 1.30 ft .63
1.40 it .50 1.25 ft .50
1.45 11.3 2.00 1. 63 7.7 2. 00
1.33 tt 1.25 tl 1.47 tt 1.25
1.25 ti 1.00 It 1.41 ti 1.00
1.15 tt .63 II 1 • 55 tt .63
1.06 tt .50 tf 1.29 it
»
.50
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vb bp. b Dd ©lope VD bp. Gr Db
1.57 6.8 2.00 1.74 2.7 2.00
1. 45 ti tt 1 . do tt 1,60 ft T O C1 2d
1. 39 ft 1 • UU it T rr rr1. 53 ft T O O1 . 00
1. 27 ti . 63 n T A O1 « 40 tt r* ry. 63
-i o T1 . 21 it . 50 tt T TZ A1. 34 tl • 50
1.63 2.7 2.00 1.60 7.7 2.00
1 . 47 ti T nc1 . 25 tt 1.45 tt t o r1. 25
T A A1. 44 ti T OO1 . 00 tt 1 A r\1.40 it T /"> O1 . 00
1.31 H . 63 tt t nn1.27 tt . 63
1.25 ft . 50 tt 1.23 tt . 50
1.40 11.3 2.00 1.47 6.8 2.00
T OO1. 27 n 1.25 ft t rz A1. 34 ti T O C1. 25
T O O1. 20 n 1.00 ft t o ry1 . 27 ti T OO1 . 00
1 . 12 « .63 tt 1. 17 tt . 63
1 .06 ti .50 ff T TO1. 12 tt r- y-\• 50
The following data was taken on a wood surface
1.45 6 8 2 00 1.26 11.3 2.00
1.51 ft tt T 1 C1 . 15 n T O C1 . 25
T or*1 . 27 w 1 00 tt t r*\ ry1. 07 it 1. 00
T T C1 . 15 ff .63 tt T OO1. 00 tt . 63
T O1 . 07 ft .50 ft o ^. 94 tt . OU
1.47 7.7 2.00 1.65 6.8 2.00
1.36 tt 1.25 tt 1. 53 tt T O C1. 25
T O O1 . 28 Tt 1.00 it T ^ ^1. 44 tt T O O1. 00
-| oO1. 20 tl .63 tt 1. 36 tt . 63
T TO1 . 12 ft .50 tt n O o1. 29 tt c o. 50
1.54 2.7 2.00 1.88 2.7 2.00
1.48 ti 1.25 ff 1 . 70 tt 1.25
1. 44 n 1.00 tt 1. 60 tt 1. 00
1. 30 ti .63 If 1. 50 it r* rr. 63
1. 25 tt .50 ft T r? r~\1. 39 tt . 50
1.76 7.7 2.00 1.40 11.3 2.00
1. 63 ti 1.25 tr 1.31 tt t o c1 . 25
X . DO M 1.00 tt X . «ob tt l on
1.42 tl .63 ti 1.20 tt . 63
1.38 tt .50 tt 1. 15 tt . 50
1.90 7.7 2.00 2.14 2.7 2.00
1.75 it 1.25 tl 1.98 tt 1.25
1.67 ti 1.00 If 1.83 it 1.00
1.56 ti .63 ft 1.70 tt .63
1.50 » .50 tt 1.63 it .50
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Vb Sp.G Db Slope Vb Sp. G JJD
1 69 X X • w 2 . 00 o 1. 82 6 8 2 . 00
ti 1. 25 ft 1 . 78 If 1.25
1. 50 ft 1. 00 fl 1. 67 II 1.00x. • w W
1.39 ti .63 II 1.50 II .63
1.25 it .50 II 1.41 ft .50
2 14*-* ft X * 6 8 2.00 o 1. 82 11.3 2. 00
1 °3 tt 1. 25 o 1. 60 it 1. 25
1 78 ft 1. 00 It 1. 50 tt 1. 00X # V \J
1.63 tt .63 tt 1.41 it .63
1.50 ft .50 ff 1.32 ti .50
2. 34 2.7— . * 2. 00 2. 14 7 7 2. 00
2. 1^- tt 1. 25 ft 1-92 tt 1.25
1. 90X ft is \S tt 1. 00 II 1. 79X ft f v tt 1. 00
1.88 tt .63 ft 1.63 it .63
1.75 tt .50 tl 1.56 ti .50
2 27 7 7 2. 00f~~J ft V v_/ o 2. 50 2 7 2 00
2 08 tt 1-25 tt 2-21f+J ft f+JX tt 1 25
1 98 it 1. 00 tt 2. 08 tt 1-00
1.88 ft .63 it 1.95 ti .63
1.75 tt .50 n 1.83 tt .50
2 . 08 11.
3
2. 00 o 2. 34 ^.8 2.00
1 88 n 1 . 25 it 2. 08 it 1. 25
1 75x • * o !t 1. 00 tt 1. 94 « 1.00
1.60 tt .63 tt 1.74 tt .63
1.52 ft .50 it 1.67 tt .50
The asurfane for* the balls was ooiri'Dosfid of sand that, nassed
a BT(i. 144- si eve
*
1. 14 2.7 2.00 . 64• -J X 7-7 2. 00
1.04 tt 1.25 ff
. 58 n 1.25
. 97 tt 1.00 II . 54 n 1 . 00
.87 I .63 ft .50 ft .63
.82 tt .50 ft .47 it .50
.73 6.8 2.00 1.41X. ft X 2.7 2. 00
. 67 ft 1.25 II 1 21 tt 1 25X « v
.
62 if 1.00 If 1 15x • X ^ tt 1 00x. # W w
.53 it .63 tl 1.07 it .63
IT T
. 51 .50 ff 1. 00 ff . 50
. 85 6 . 8 2.00 R0 7 7 9 DOrfO ft W \J
.75 tt 1.25 ft . 70 i as
. 68 Tt 1.00 ft 65 tt tt 1 00
.64 II .63 It .61 tt .63
.60 II .50 II .55 tt .50
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V"hV U Sr> GKJ kj • *-* Dbi-s KJ HI nnpJL KJ VJ V-/ Vb Sd G Dbu kj
1.79 2.7 2.00 .68 11.3 2.00
1.65 t» 1.25 n .61 it 1 . 25
1 57 n 1. 00 tt . 59ft KS \s n 1. 00J_ ft KJ K,'
1 4P t» 63 it 55(WW ti 63f> V KJ
1 40 f» 50• kJ KJ 11 53• KJKJ 11 50• t _J KJ
1.07 6.8 2.00 1.05 7.7 2.00
.95 tf 1 If .94 11 X • Ci<J
- 92 tf 1.00 ft . RRft V.V V—
V
tt 1. 00
ti
. 63 tt . 83 ti . 63
PI tt 50 tf 79 tt 50+ KJ KJ
The surface for the bal 1 s wasl—1 CA-
-X- -X. %*J Iff <_X KJ corn"Don Rfi of sandKJ X tJ CXX i VVXJ.X v_/ L X CX >-J U ^ t^X
Ho 30 O X C/ v v_7 »
1. 12 2.7 2.00 .72 6.8 2.00
1.02 11 1.25 ti ,64 tt 1 .25
9fi 11 1 00X * \J KJ ft £1 ft 1 00X ft \-' KJ
•
H 63• VJ kJ tt 54 ft
R0 fl 50 tf 51• w X tf 50» kJ VJ
.67 7.7 2.00 1.63 2.7 2.00
.61 M 1.25 tt 1.47 tt 1.25
57 II 1 00 ti 1 41X * J—
L
«
1 00X * KJ KJ
51
. «j x
11 63# ly tt 1 32X • KJ til ft
4P 11 50 tt 1 ^5 tf 50# KJ KJ
1.14 6.8 2.00 1.09 7.7 2.00
.98 11 1.25 ft .96 ti 1.25
ti 1 00 tt 90• K? KJ 11 1 00X • KJ KJ
Rfi 11 63 It R3
• KJKs
it 63
P4 11 50 If PO• KJ KJ 50• kJKJ
.71 11.3 2.00 .88 11.3 2.00
.65 IT 1.25 '1 .79 tr 1.25
61 1. 00JL ft KJ \> tt 77 11 1. 00
57 If 63 tt 70 tt 63
54 If 50 tt 68 tt 50• ' KJ
1.44 6.8 2.00 2.08 2.7 2.00
1.25 ti 1.88 u 1.25
X • C/ KJ
if
1 00 If 1 77x • / / If 1 00
1 07 1? ft l roX » 1 L/ TI .DO
1 00X • KJ KJ ft 50 tt 1 S4 ft ^0
1.34 7.7 2.00
1.17 tt 1.25 ft
1. 10 ti 1.00 «
1.00 ti .63 tt
.94 n .50 II
The surface for the balls was composed of sand. which passed
a No. 40 sieve.
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Th© surface for the balls was composed of sand that pansed a
No. 40 sieve.
Vb Sp.G Db Slope Vb Sp.G Db
1. 00 6.8 2. 00 1 . 06 7.7 2. 00
.92 n 1. 25 if . 92 n 1.25
.
R9 fi 1. 00 ft . 88 fi 1. 00
.82 ti .63 ti .81 tt .63
.78 tf .50 « .76 tt .50
1.55 2.7 2.00 .74 11.3 2.00
1.42 ff 1.25 || . 65 1
1
1 .25
1. 35 M 1.00 II . 62 ttFT 1.00
1. 18 ft .63 it .58 H .63
1.10 It .50 t» .56 ft .50
1.00 2.7 2.00 1. 66 2. 7 2. 00
. 89 n 1.25 If 1.39 II 1. 25
* 83 II 1. 00 If 1.35 »tn 1. 00
.78 (t .63 II 1. 19 tt .65
.7? tl .50 tt 1.09 it .50
1.00 11.3 2.00 1.41 6.8 2.00
.
9? || 1.25 fl 1.21 ii 1.25
.89 II 1 .00 II 1. 15
M 1.00
.83 tt .63 tt 1.07 ft .625
.77 it .50 II 1.00 ft .50
1. 83 2.7 2. 00 1.41 7.7 2. 00
1.67 n 1.25 M 1. 25 ii 1.25
1.60 if 1. 00 If 1 . 15 ii 1.00
1.47 ti .63 tt 1.07 tt .63
1.41 tt .50 II 1.03 tt .50
1. 50 7.7 2. 00 2. 15 2.7 2.00
1.40 |f 1. 25 If 1.98 || 1.25
1.35 || 1.00 II 1. 79 If 1.00
1.27 tt .63 fl 1.67 tt .63
1.23 TI .50 ft 1.55 tt . .50
1. 60 6.8 2.00 1. 16 11.3 2.00
1.39 n 1. 25 If 1. 02 ii 1. 25
1.31 tf 1.00 II .97 IF 1.00
1.27 . 63 If .96 n . 63
1.20 ft .50 IT .93 ft .50
1.92 2.7 2.00
1.78 ii 1.25 ft
1.66 tt 1.00 fl
1.56 tt .63 fl
1.42 ti .50 ft

or e

Since eighty-six experiments are tabulated in order to ob-
tain the relation between the diameter of ball and velocity of
ball and since some of them come so elope together that they would
make an indiscernable set of lines, only a few of them taken at
random are plotted. All of the experiments, however, were checked
up and found consistent.
Group III. Relation between the velocity of balls and the
specific gravity of balls .
From an examination of the logarithmetic plotting the fol-
lowing relation v/as found:
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The following data was taken on a glass surface
Vb Db Sp. G Slope Vb Db Sp. G
2. 14 2.00 11.3 1.97 1.25 11.3
2. 14 n 6.8 it 1.97 it 6.8
2.40 ii 2.7 it 2.25 ii ti 2.7
1.83 1.00 11.3 1. 67 .63 11.3
1.92 It 6.8 it 1.70 tt 6.8
2. 10 I? 2.7 it 1.95 it 2.7
1.55 . 50 11.3 1.98 2.00 11. 3
1.63 tt 6.8 fl 2.41 ii 6.8
1.83 ti 2.7 If 2. 69 tt 2.7
1.87 1.25 11.3 1.79 1.00 11.3
2.21 tt 6.8 II 2.08 II 6.8
2.42 tt 2.7 It 2. 30 It 2.7
1.67 .63 11.3 1 . 56 .50 11.3
1.98 Tt 6.8 II 1.90 ti 6.8
2. 14 tt 2.7 11 2.08 ii 2 .
7
1.88 2.00 11.3 1.70 1.25 11.3
1.98 6.8 tl 1.87 n 6.8
2. 28 tt 2.7 II 2.08 » 2.7
1.63 1.00 11.3 1.52 .63 11.3
1. 79 tt 6.8 II 1. 65 it 6.8
1.90 tt 2.7 It 1. 72 ti 2.7
1.44 . 50 11. 3 1. 60 2. 00 11,3
1.56 tt 6.8 II 1. 75 ii 6.8
1.60 tt 2.7 tl 2.03 ii 2.7
1.50 1.25 11.3 1.41 1.00 11.3
1. 63 tt 6.8 If 1. 57 tl 6.8
1.88 it 2.7 II 1. 79 fl 2.7
1.30 .63 11.3 1.25 .50 11.3
1.45 ti 6.8 tt 1.40 tt 6.8
1.63 it 2.7 It 1.55 it 2.7
1.45 2.00 11.3 1.33 1.25 11.3
1.57 ti 8.8 ft 1 . 45 tt 6.8
1.74 n 2. 7 If 1.60 it 2.7
1.25 1.00 11.3 1. 15 .63 11.3
1.39 II 6.8 II 1.27 it 6.8•
1.53 It 2.7 II 1.40 it 2.7
l.OG .50 11.3 1.40 2.00 11.3
1.21 ii 6.8 II 1.47 it 6.8
1.34 tt 2.7 II 1.63 ii 2.7
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Vb Db Sp.G Slope Vb Db Sp.G
1.9.7 1.25 11.3 1.20 1.00 11.5
1.54 6.8 if 1.27 II 6.8
1.47 If 2.7 it 1.44 tt 2.7
1.18 .63 11.3 1.06 .50 11.5
1.17 N 6.8 1. 12 tt 6.8
1.31 II 2.7 ii 1.25 ti 2.7
The following data was taken on a wood surface
1.26 2. 00 11.3 1. 15 1. 25 11.3
1.45 rt 6.8 II 1.31 it 6.8
1.54 tl 2.7 it 1.48 ti 2.7
1. 07 1.00 11.3 1.00 . 65 11.5
1.27 tt 6.8 itft 1. 15 it 6.8
1.44 tt 2.7 ft 1.30 tt 2.7
.94 . 50 11.3 1.42 2. 00 11.3
1.07 tt 6.8 If 1.65 ii 6.8
1.25 it 2.7 TI 1.88 it 2.7
1.31 1. 25 11.3 1.29 1. 00 11.3
1.63 tt 6.8 ft 1.53 II 6.8
1.70 fi 2.7 II 1.60 ft 2.7
1.20 . 63 11.3 1. 15 . 50 11.3
1.56 n 6.8 tl 1.29 tt 6.8
1.50 if 2.7 II 1.39 tt 2.7
1.69 2. 00 11.3 1. 53 1.25 11.3
1.82 if 6.8 Tl 1.78 tt 6.8
2 . 14 u 2.7 tl 1.98 it 2.7
1. 50 1.00 11.3 1. 39 .63 11.3
1.67 II 6.8 If 1.50 11 6.8
1.83 tl 2.7 ft 1.70 11 2.7
1.25 .50 11.3 1.82 2.00 11.3
1.41 ii 6.8 ft 2.14 tt 6.8
1.63 n 2.S If 2.34 tt 2.7
1.60 1.25 11.3 1.50 1.00 11.3
1.93 it 6.8 ft 1.78 tt 6.8
2.14 it 2.7 tl tt 1.90 tt 2.7
1.41 .63 11.3 1.52 .50 11.3
1.65 ii 6.8 II 1.50 n 6.8
1.88 it 2.7 tt 1.75 tt 2.7
2.08 2.00 11.3 1.88 1.25 11.3
2.34 it 6.8 tt tt 2.08 tt 6.8
2.50 it 2.7 ft 2.21 it 2.7

or.
lot-
f
.la
t

This group of experiments was performed with three dif-
ferent sets of halls having similar surface conditions. The plot-
ting was done similar to that for the previous two sets.
From the foregoing experiments we find that
instead of
($P.6)t
which was found in the previous experiments. Prom this formula
the following tabulations for the constant due to the different
surfaces were obtained.
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The surfaces in contact are
VwV W
. • vu.
2.83 2.00 7.7 2.62
2.85 IT •I 2.60
2.5G t» tt 2. 14
2. 33 ff n 1.90
2. 04 tf n 1.63
2.00 It rt 1. 60
2.83 1.25 7.7 2.35
2.85 ft 2.35
2. 56 tt tt 1. 97
2.33 tt ft 1.74
2. 04 tf tt 1.47
2.00 tt tt 1.45
2.83 1.00 7.7 2.27
2.85 fi tf 2.27
2. 56 tt ft 1.92
2. 33 tt n 1. 67
2.04 tt tt 1.41
2. 00 ft tt 1.40
2.83 .63 7.7 2.03
2.85 tt n 2. 10
2.56 tt tt 1. 76
2.33 tt tt 1.52
2. 04 tt tt 1. 33
2.00 tt tf 1.27
2.83 .50 7.7 1.88
2.85 ft tl 2.00
2.56 tt tf 1.66
2.33 ft ft 1.45
2.04 tt tt 1.29
2.00 tt ft 1.23
The surfaces in contact a]
2,83 2.00 11. 3 2.14
2.85 tt tt 1.98
2. 56 ft it 1.88
2.33 tt tt 1.60
2. 04 tt tt 1.45
2.00 tt ft 1. 40
2 • 8t5 1.25 11.3 1.97
2.85 tt tt 1.87
2.56 tt tt 1.70
2.33 tt tt 1.50
2.04 it tt 1.33
2.00 tt tt 1.27
steel and. glass
ftw)r- SS (Db)' 166 (Sp.G) 169 c
4.01 1. 12 1.40 .819
4.04 tt it
. 805
3.50 tt if .765
3.08 tt tt .770
2.59 r» tt .786
2 . 52 tt tt .794
4.01 1.04 1.40 .792
4.04 it it .7S7
3.50 tt tt .761
3.08 tt tt .764
2.59 tt tt .767
2.52 tt ft .776
4.01 1.00 1.40 .791
4.04 ff it .788
3.50 tt it .768
3.08 tt ft .757
2.59 tt tt .761
2.52 tt tt .777
4.01 .93 1.40 : .765
4.04 tt tt .785
3.50 tt tt .758
3.08 tt tt .745
2.59 ft tt .775
2.52 tt tf .761
4.01 .89 1.40 .738
tt tt
. 78U
3.50 ft tt .746
3.08 tt it .739
2.59 tt ft .785
2.52 ft tt .766
.ead and glass
4.01 1.12 1.50 .715
4.04 ff n .655
3.50 tt tt .720
3.08 n tt .697
2.59 tt tt .750
2.52 tt tt .741
4.01 1.04 1.50 .707
4.04 it « .666
3.50 tt tt .701
3.08 n tt .701
2.59 tt m .738
2.52 ft it .726
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4t -L
Vw. Db
.
Sp. G. Vb. ( Vw I*5 (Db )tf ISd G ) a
2 R3 1. 00 11.3 1. 83 4 01 ~\ 00 1 50 685
2 85 »t tt 1.79 4. 04 if ft . 665
2.56 n n 1.63 3 . 50 tt ft .697
2.33 H ft 1.41 3.08 tt tt .687
? 04 ir tt 1 25 Q 59 tt ft 725
2 00 f! tt 1. 20 2 52 tf tt 714
2. 83 . 63 11.3 1. 67 4.01 . 93 1 50 . 674
2 R5 f! ft 1. 67 4. 04 tt tt 669
2.56 ft tt 1.52 3.50 tt tt .700
2.33 ft tt 1.30 3.08 tt tt .699
2 04 tf « 1 . 15 2 59 ft tt 716• ' -X-
2 00 If h 1 . 12 2. 52 tr tf 717
2 83 50 11 3 1 55 4 01 89 1 50 652• \J \J f~j
2 85 tf tt 1.56 4. 04 tt tt . 653
2.56 ft tf 1.44 3.50 tt tt .694
2.33 tt ft 1.25 3.08 tt tt .684
2.04 w ft 1.06 2.58 tt tt .689
2.00 tt tf 1.06 2.52 ii tt .686
The surfaces in riontaot are glass and vAtxc
2183 2.00 6.8 2. 14 ^.01 1 12 1. 38 658
2
' 85 tt tt 2 31 4. 04 ff tt . 707
2.56 tt ft 1.98 3. 50 tt tt .698
2.33 tt it 1.75 3.08 tt tt .700.
2 .04 tt it 1. 57 2. 59 tl . 740
2 00 tt it 1 455 2 52 ft tt 7^0
2 83 1.25 6.8 ] 97 4 01 1 04 J-
.
<^o 6555
2 85 tt tt 2 . 11• JL X 4 04 • n 693j w i7u
2.56 it tt 1.87 3.50 tt U• .710
tt tt 1.63 3.08 tt tt .685
2 04 tt tt 1 45 2 59 tf tt 741
2 00 tt tt 1 3"^ 2 52 tt tt 705
2 83 1.00 6.8 1 02 4 01 1 00 1 3R 661
2 85 tt tt 2 08 4 . 04 ff ft 710
2.56 tt tt 1.79 3 ! 50 tt tt .705
o «« it tt 1.57 3.08 If it .704
a 04 tt tt 1 39 2 59 tl tt 741
• 1 j X
2 00 tt tt 1 ^7 2 52 ft it 696
2 83 .63 6.8 1. 70 4. 01 93 1 38 640
2. 85 it tt 1 98 4. 04 tt tt . 730
2. 56 tt n 1.65 3 . 50 tt tt 696
rt tt 1.45 3!o8 tt tt .697
2.04 tf tt 1 « 27 2.59 it it .725
2.00 ft tt 1. 17 2.52 tt it .690
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Vw. Db. Sp.G. Vb
.
4-
(VW) (Db ) (Sp.G) C.
2 t 83 . 50 6.8 1.63 4.01 . 89 1.38 .631
2.85 it it 1.90 4.04 it ti . 77
2. 56 •i it 1.56 5.50 it ti . 6'
2.33 it ti 1.40 3.08 ti ti ,7(
2.04 IT tt 1.21 2.59 it » .724
2.00 If it 1. 12 2. 52 u if . 682
The surfaces in contact were glass and aluminum
2.83 2.00 2.7 2.40 1 1 o .630
2. 85 it it 2.59 a. riAft . Uft ti it .672
2. 56 it tt 2.28 o • ou it ti .681
2. 33 it ii 2.05 O • Uo it tt .688
2.04 it ti 1.70 it ti .689
2.00 ri fIT 1.63 2.52 ti it . 678
2. 83 1.25 2.7 2.25 a mft . U ± 1 C\A1 . Uft T "I O .657
2.85 it it 2.42 a. nAft . Uft tt ft .679
2.56 it it 2.08 o . ou It II .674
2.33 it tt 1.88 O • U o ft tt .694
2.04 it tt 1.60 <z • oy II tl .699
2.00 If 1. 47 2.52 tt It . 662
2.83 1.00 2.7 2. 10 ft . U 1 1 . UU .616
2.85 it tt 2.30 ft. Uft tt tt . 672
2.56 ti tt 1.90 •St. c;nO . OU tt tt .643
2 . 33 « ti 1.79 c . Uo ti tl .688
2.04 ti ti 1.53 <i . oy tt tt .697
2.00 M n 1.44 2.52 ti It . 675
2.83 . 63 2.7 2. 14 4.01 .93 1.18 . 670
2.85 TT tt 1.92 4.04 it it .602
2.56 II tt 1.72 3.50 ti ti .625
2.33 It tt 1.65 3.08 it it .671
2.04 ft tt 1.40 2.56 it n .686
2.00 M II 1.31 2.52 ti ti . 660
2.83 .50 2.7 2.08 4.01 .89 1.18 .688
2.85 it tt 1.80 4.04 it it .600
2. 56 it it 1.60 3.50 u tt .607
2.33 tt tt 1.55 3.08 it it .666
2.04 ti tt 1.34 2.59 tt if .685
2.00 ti M 1.29 2.52 ti it . 678
The surfaces in contact were zinc and wood
2.30 2.00 6.8 1.45 3.04 1. 12 1.38 . 588
2.64 ti it 1.65 5.64 tt tt .559
2. 82 it n 1.82 3.98 tt n .565
3.18 it it
"
2.14 4.56 ti tt .577
3.50 it ti 2.34 5.30 tt tt .543

Vw. Db. Sp.G.
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Vb, (Db)* (Sp.G) 4 C.
? ^o 1 P5 6 R 1 31 3 04 1 OA 1 3fl 571
. '.J 1 X
tt tt 3" 64 tt ft 556
P PP tt tt 1 7R 3. 98 ft tt 59P
3 1R tt tt 4 56 ft tf 561
3.50 tf tt 2.08 5.30 tt tt .520
1 00 6 8 3 04 1 CO 1 3R 576
p 64 if tf 1 4 4 3 64 ft tt 546
P RP tt tf 1 67 tt tf 577
ft tt 1 78 4 56 ft II 559
3 50 rt ft 1. 94- 5. 30 ft tf . 506
2.30 .63 6.8 1.15 3.04 93 1.38 .562
2.64 it tt 1.36 3.64 if tt .555
2.82 n tt 1.50 3.98 . tf it .559
3.18 tt tt 1.63 4.56 tt it .533
3.50 tt it 1.74 5.30 tt tt .490
2.30 .50 6.8 1.07 3.04 .89 1.38 .546
2.64 tt it 1.29 3.64 tt it .551
2.82 tt it 1.41 3.98 tt tt .550
3.18 tt tt 1.50 4.56 ti tt .511
3.50 tt ft 1.67 5.30 it tt .490
The surfaces in contact were wood and lead
2.30 2.00 11.3 1.26 3.04 1.12 1.50 .555
2.64 tt tt 1.42 5.64 it tt .522
2.82 tt tt 1.69 5.98 ti » .570
3.18 tt tt 1.82 4.56 tt tt .55 5
5.50 « tt 2.08 5.50 ti tt .525
2.50 1.25 11.3 1.15
2.64 it tt 1.51
2.82 tt tt 1.50
3.18 tt tt 1.70
3.50 tt ti 1.88
2.30 1.00 11.3 1.07
2.64 it tt 1.29
2.82 n ti 1.50
3.18 tt it 1.56
3.50 tt ti 1.75
2.30 .65 11.3 1.00
2.64 tt it 1.20
2.82 ti n 1.59
3. 18 tt tt 1.41
5.50 tt tt 1.60
2.30 .50 11.5 .94
2.64 « tt 1.15
2.813 tt tt 1.25
5. 18 it tt 1.52
5.50 tt tt 1.52
5.04 1.04 1.50 .546
5.64 ti tt .518
5.98 tt tt .543
4.56 tt it .537
5.50 tt tt .510
3,04 1.00 1.50 .527
3.64 tt tt .532
3.98 tt tt .565
4.56 tf tt .515
5.50 ff tt .495
5.04 .93 1.50 .531
5.64 tt tt .532
5.98 it it .562
4.56 tt ti .500
5.50 ti ii .&90
5.04 .89 1.50 .522
5.64 it ii .532
5.98 tt ti .530
4.56 tt ii .490
5.30 tt ti .485
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The surfaces in contact were wood, and 3teel
VwV • Sh op . U . V D . ( Vw H ( Dh o
2 . 30 ? 00 7.7 1,17 3. 04 1 12 1 40 605
2.64 n tt 1.76 3.64 ft tt .604
2.82 t? tt i oni . yu 3.98 tt it .598
3 18 it tt (C • 1ft 4 56 ft ti 585
3 50 !f ti 5 30 tt it 537
? ^0 1 25 7.7 1.36 3 04 1 04X . W X 1 40 60^
2.64 It tt 1.63 3.64 tf it .603
2.82 It ti 1 . i O 3.98 ft ti .592
3 18 IT it 4. 56 it 570
3 50 tl ir 5. 30 tf it 530
P 30 1 00 7.7 1.28 3. 04 1 00 1 40 590
2.64 ft tt 1.53 3.64 ft It .592
2.82 if tt X • O I 3.98 II ft .589
3 18 n tt 1 7Q± . f y 4. 56 tt II 550
3 50 ii ti 1 OP1,30 5. 30 If II 5P3
? 30 63 7.7 1.2G 3 04 93 T 40x . new 590
2.64 ii n 1.42 3.64 tt If .586
2.82 it tt 1 . Ou 3.98 ft tt .589
3 18 it tt 1 P, %l,oo 4 . 56 tt ft 540
3 50 it ti 1 . OS 5 "0 ti tt 5*^4
? 30 50 7.7 1. 12 3 04 89 577
2.64 it tt 1.38 3.64 tf tl .596
2.82 ti tt 1.50 3.98 tt tl .595
3.18 tt tt 1.56 4.56 tl tt .540
3.50 tt ft 5.30 If tt .521
The surfaces in COn LaCL andC011 VX 1 1 mi i'm imCO X LA111 XX 1 L-u U
P 30 2.U0 2.7 1.54 3 04 1 IP 1 18 533
2.64 tt tt 1.88 3.64 tt it .542
2.8S n ti (C . ±fr 3.98 ff ti .565
3 18 it ti O . Oft 4. 56 tt ft 538
3 50 it it <c . ou 5 30 tt it 497
2 30 1.25 2.7 1.48 3 04 1 04 1 18 • 552
2.64 tt tt 1.70 3.64 it it .530
2.82 ti tt 1 OQ 3.98 if ft .565
3 18• J- tt ti O 1 A.<d . 1ft 4 56 tt it 534
3 50 ft tf 5 30 ti it 48P
p . ?n 1.00 2.7 J. • i "± 3 0^3 1 00 1 18X . xu 559
2. 64 it tt 1.60 3. 64 it tt 5P0
2.82 ii tt 1.83 3.98 it tf .543
3. 18 ti tt 1.90 4.56 tt ff .491
3.50 tt tf 2.08 5.30 tt tt .464
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vw. Do. Sp. G. Vw.
4-
( Vw ) J (Db) (Sp.G )• c
.
2.50 .63 2.7 1.30 3.04 .93 1.18 .542
2.64 n tt 1.50 5.64 ft tt
2. 82 n it 1. 70 3 . 98 ii tt . 543
5. 18 if n 1. 88 4. 56 ii ti . 524
3. 50 n it 1. 95 j— *? r\5 . 30 tt it / rt A. 470
2.30 .50 2.7 1.25 5.04 .89 1.18 .545
2.64 ti tt 1.39 3.64 tt ft .505
2.82 tf tt 1.63 3.98 it tt .542
5. 18 ft tt 1.75 4.56 tt tt .510
5. 50 if ti T Of?1. 83 5. 30 tt ti . 460
The surfaces in contact were No. 18 sieve sand and almminum
2. 26 2. 00 2.7 1. 14- 2. 97 1 . 12 1. 18 A ry ry. 437
2. 78 tt 1. 41 3. 82 it it . 088
5.20 » tt 1.79 4.71 tt tt .398
2 . 26 1. 25 2 .
7
1, 04 2. 97 T A1 . 04 1 . 18 . 396
2. 78 it tt 1, 23 3 . 82 ti n . 360
5.20 tt n L.65 4.71 tt tt tt .398
2. 26 1. 00 2.7 . 97 2. 97 1. 00 1 . 10 . 585
2. 78 tt 1. 15 5 . 82 11 ti .355
3.20 ?» tt 1.57 4.71 tt tt .393
2. 26 . 63 2 . . 87 2. 97 . 93 1 . 18 . 373
2. 78 ti it 1. 07 5. 82 . tt tt . 555
5.20 tt tt 1.48 4.71 tt tt tt .398
2.26 .50 2.7 .82 2.97 .89 1.18 .566
2.78 it tt 1.00 5.82 tt tt .346
5. 20 it it 1. 40 H .71 ' tt it . 395
The surfaces in contact were No. 18 sieve sand and steel
2, 26 2, 00 7.7 . 64 2. 97 1. 12 1.40 . 270
2. 78 ti it . 80 3 . 82 ti ti . 262
3.20 tt it 1.05 4.71 ti tt .278
2. 26 1. 25 7.7 . 58 2. 97 1. 04 1.40 . 262
2. 78 tt ti tt . 70 3. 82 n 11
3.20 n tt .94 4.71 rr ff .269
2. 26 1. 00 7.7 . 54 2. 97 1.00 1. 40 . 254
2.78 II If .65 3. 82 ff ft .258
3 . 20 ff ff . 88 4.71 ff ff . 262
2.26 .63 7.7 .50 2.97 .93 1.40 .265
2.78 ft tt .61 3.82 tt tt .241
3.20 tt tt
.85 4.71 tt tt .265

Vw. Db
2.26 .50
2. 78 "
3.20 "
The surfaces
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Sp.G. Vb.
7.7 .47
. 55
.79
in contact were
it. ±
(Vw)J (Db)*
2.97 .89
3.82 "
4^71 "
No. 18 sieve sand
(Sp.G)* C,
1.40 .249
"
.226
"
.264
and zinc
2.00 6.8 .73 2.97 1.12 1.38 .303
t! tt
.
n*± % no tt ft 071
Of) If tt 1 07 4- 71 ti ti PRO
2.26 1.25 6.8 .67 2.97 1.04 1.38 .299
9 7ft tt tt 7S
. / <-J % opO . O Ci » ti pftl
ri tt A- 71 tt it PS7
2.26 1.00 6.8 .63 2.97 1.00 1.38 .293
9 7ft tt it
.68 3 no ft it pAft
n tt
.92 tt 1 J. tt ti • rj i \j
2.26 .63 6.8 . «j<^ 2.97 .93 1.38 .265
2.76 it tt .68 3.82 tt tt .249
tt tt
.84 A 71fr. / J. it tt
2.26 .50 6.8 .51 2.97 .89 1.38 .500
2.76 tt tt .60 3.82 tt tt .274
tt tt
.81 A 71 tt if ( t"UU
The surfaces in contact were ro.18 isieve sand and lead
2,26 2.00 11.3 .50 2.97 1.12 1.50 .225
2.7ft tt tt .60 O • O'-* tt it o i n
tt tt
.68 4 71 tt ft 1 OA
2.26 1.25 11.3 .46 2.97 1.0$ 1.50 .224
O 7ft tt tt
.56 ^ PO tt ft 01 o
on it ti
.61 / 71 tf tt 1 ORi loo
2.26 1.00 11.3 .43 2.97 1.00 1.50 .217
O 7 P. it tt
.52 ^ QO ft tt .204
3.20 n tt .59 4.71 tl tt . 169
2.26 .63 11.3 .39 2.97 .93 1.50 .201
2.76 tt tt .47 3.82 tt tt .199
3.20 t» tt .55 4.71 it ti . 190
2.26 .50 11.3 .38 2.97 .89 1.50 .215
2.76 tt ft .46 3.82 tt tt .204
3.20 tt tt .53 4.71 tt ti . 190
The surface s in contact were No. 30 sieve sand and aluminum
2.26 2.00 2.7 1.12 2.97 1.12 1.18 .397
2.76 " " 1.63 3'.' 82 " " .445
3.20 " 2.08 4.71 " " .463

Vw. Db. Sp.G.
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Vb.
it-
(Vw)*3 (Db)' ( Sp.G)"2 C.
2.26
2.78
5.20
1.25
tt
ft
2.7
it
tt
1.02
1.47
1.88
2.97
3 . 82
4.71
1.04
tt
tt
1. 18
tt
.390
.435
.454
2.26
2.76
3.20
1.00
ft
tf
2.7
tt
it
.96
1.41
1.77
2.97
3.82
4.71
1.00
ft
ft
1.18
tt
tt
.380
.435
.442
2.26
2.78
3.20
.63
tt
if
2.7
tt
.85
1.32
1.60
2.97
3.82
4.71
.93
tt
ft
1.18
tt
tt
.362
.438
.429
2. 26
2.78
3.20
.50
tf
tt
2.7
tt
ti
.80
1.25
1.54
2.97
3.82
4.71
.89
tt
tt
1.18
tt
tt
.358
.434
.432
The surfaces in contact were No .30 sieve sand and zinc
2.26
2.78
3.20
2.00
tt
tt
6.8
tt
tt
.72
1.14
1.44
2.97
3.82
4.71
1.12
tt
tt
1.38
tt
tt
.296
.265
.274
2.26
2.78
3.20
1.25
t»
tt
6.8
tt
tt
.64
.93
1.25
2.97
3.82
4.71
1.04
it
tt
1.38
tt
tt
.272
.322
.352
2.26
2.78
3.20
1.00
rt
tt
6.8
it
ti
.61
.93
1.20
2.97
3.82
4.71
1.00
ft
ft
1.38
tt
ti
.284
.336
.350
2.26
2.78
3.20
.63
n
it
6.8
tt
tt
.54
.88
1.07
2.97
3.82
4.71
.93
tt
it
1.38
it
.270
.342
.338
2.26
2.78
3.20
.50
ti
tt
6.8
tt
tt
.51
.84
1.00
2.97
3.82
4.71
.89
it
tt
1.38
ft
tt
.267
.342
.350
The surfaces in contact were No .30 sieve sand and steel
2.26
2.78
3.20
2.00
it
tt
7.7
n
tt
.67
1.09
1.34
2.97
5 . 82
4.71
1. 12
tt
tt
1.40
tt
»
.282
.357
.355
2.26
2.78
3.20
1.25
'• tt
ti
7.7
tt
ti
.61
.96
1.17
2.97
3.82
4.71
1.04
it
tt
1.40
tt
tt
.277
.517
.334
2.26
2.78
3.20
1.00
tt
tt
7.7
it
tt
.58
.90
1.10
2.97
3.82
4.71
1.00
tt
tf
1.40
tt
it
.274
.329
.326
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Vw. Db. Sp. &• Vb. [Vvi) 3 (sp.ar C.
P Oft A** 7 71 * < ri• OX P Q7 1 AOX . *xO PRQ. <C O c7
2.78 tf tt .83 3.82 II ft .327
3.20 ft tt 1.00 4.71 It rr .320
tJ
. <C v.' 7 7 4P P Q7 PQ 1 AOX . TU P54
2.78 II tt .80 S.82 tt tt .329
5.20 ft tt .94 4.71 tt tf .313
The surfaces in contact were No. 30 sieve sand and lead
p pa p no J- J. . o R7» o / 2.97 1.12 i snX . oo PR7. c<o f
2.78 tf tf .71 3 • 82 tt fl .250
3.20 ft ft .88 4.71 tt ft .251
p pa 1 PR J- X . o • OX 2.97 1.04 i RnX . Ou P4-P
2.78 ft If .65 3.82 tt tt .246
3.20 ft tf .79 4.71 it tl .242
P o A i nnX « OO 11 ^ AO 2.97 1.00 i P»nX . oo PAR
2.78 ft n .61 3.82 If tl .240
3.20 ft tt .77 4.71 ft tt .246
P PA
<-r
.
/CO A**,. DO 11 ^ 4R. TTO 2.97 .93 i snX . oo 9AA. Oil
2.78 tt tt .57 3.82 ti ft .241
3.20 tt tf .70 4.71 tt tt .239
p pa
. oo 11 ^X X * O 4V• to 2.97 .89 i ^nX . uU P44
2.78 tf ft .54 3.82 tt tt .238
5.20 tt tt .68 4.71 ti tf .243
The surfaces in contact were No. 40 sieve sand and zinc
P PA p nn A Po . o i nnX • uu 2.97 1.12 i ^pX . oo Al R• x XO
2.78 tt it 1.41 3.82 tt tf .455
3.20 tt tt 1.60 4.71 tt tf .415
P PA 1 PR
-L . £_»0 A Po . o an 2.97 1.04 1 ^pX • O O 4 np
2.78 II tt 1.21 3.82 ft ft .419
3.20 tt tt 1.59 4.71 tt tf .391
P PA i nn A Po . o PQ 2.97 1.00 1 **px . o o Anp
2.78 tt tt 1.15 3.82 tf tf .415
3.20 tt it 1.31 4.71 tt tf .384
P PA A"2;
. o o A P RP 2.97 .93 1 ^p ai n
2.78 tt tt 1.07 3.82 tt tf .416
3.20 ft tt 1.27 4.71 it ft .398
P PA sn A Po . o 7P 2.97 .89 1 ^pX • OO 4-nA
2.78 tt n 1.00 3.82 it tt .406
3.20 tt tt 1.20 4.71 tt M .394

Vw. Db. Sp.G.
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Vb. (vw r3 (Db)* (Sp.G) 6 C.
The surfaces in contact were No. 40 sieve sand and steel
2. 2o
2.78
3.20
2. 00
tt
»i
7.7
n
ft
1 . Oo
1.41
1. 50
2.9/
3.82
4.71
1 "I O
J. . 12
ff
ft
1.40
tt
it
.445
.461
.400
o oo2. 26
2.78
3. 20
1 OK1. 20
tr
fl
7.7
n
it
o o
. 92
1.25
1.40
3.82
4.71
1 . 04
tt
ft
1.40
tt
tt
.416
.440
.400
2 . 26
2.78
3.20
1.00
tt
ft
7.7
tt
n
Q O
• bo
1.15
1.35
o oc2.9/
3.82
4.71
1.00
tt
tt
1.40
«
N
.415
.421
.401
2. 26
2.78
3 . 20
.
DO
tt
tt
7.7
tt
tt
• 81
1.07
1.27
2.9/
3.82
A r?14 . / 1
• 9o
ft
tt
1.40
tt
tt
.410
.422
.406
2.26
2.78
5 . 20
.50
tt
tt
7.7
tt
it
.76
1.03
1.23
2.97
3.82
4. / 1
.89
tt
1.40
tt
tt
.402
.406
.394
The surfaces in contact were No. 40 sieve sand and aluminum
2 • 2b
2.78
3.20
2 . 00
tt
tt
2.7
tt
ft
1.55
1.83
2.14
<i . 9 /
3.82
4.71
1 • l»d
it
tf
1.18,
tt
ti
.549
.504
.479
2 . 2b
2.78
3.20
1 . 20
It
It
2.7
h
tt
1.42
1.67
1.98
ti .9 /
3.82
4.71
tt
tt
1.18
tt
tt
.542
.496
.477
o or*2 . 26
2.78
3.20
1. 00
II
II
2.7
»
tt
1.35
1.60
1.79
2.9/
3.82
4.71
1 . 00
tt
if
1.18
tt
tt
,
.468
.490
.449
2. 2b
2.78
o . 20
. DO
It
ft
2.7
tt
tt
1.18
1.47
1.67
2
. 97
o . 82
4. /I
o rz
. 9o
ft
tf
1.18
tt
tt
.504
.530
.489
2.26
2.78
3 . 20
.50
it
ti
2.7
tt
ti
1.10
1.41
1.55
2.97
3.82
4.71
.89
tt
ft
1.18
tt
ti
.534
.532
.475
The surfaces in contact were No. 40 sieve sand and lead
2.26
2.78
3.20
2.00
tt
n
11.3
it
tt
.74
1.00
1. 16
2.97
5.82
4.71
1.12
tt
it
1.50
tt
tt
.333
.350
.330
2.26
2.78
3.20
1.25
tt
ti
11.3
ti
tt
.65
.93
1.02
2.97
3.82
4.71
1.04
tt
tt
1?50
ft
it
.315
.350
.312

Vw. Db. Sp.G.
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Vb. ( (Db)
i
c
2.00
2.78
3.20
1. 00
t»
it
11.3
tt
ii n
. 62
.89
.97
2.97
3.82
4.71
1. 00
it
t»
1. 50
tt
tt
.313# Urn < y
.350
.310
2.26
2.78
3.20
. 63
n
it
11.3
n
it
. 58
.83
.96
2. 97
3.62
4.71
. 93
M
ft
1.50
n
u
.343
.350
.329
2.26
2.78
3.20
.50
tt
tt
11.3
tt
tt
.56
.77
.93
2.97
3.62
4.71
.89
tt
tt
1.50
tt
n
.317
.339
.332
The average constant C for each set of surfaces in contact is as
follows
.
7or glass and steel C = .772
For glass and lead C = .697
For glass and zinc c===.689
For glass and aluminum c = .664
For wood and steel c = .574
For wood and Lead c = .527
For wood and zinc c = .549
For wood and aluminum c = .523
For No. 18 sieve sand and steel c = .256
For No. 18 sieve sand and lead c = .203
For No. 18 sieve sand and zinc c = .276
For No . 18 sieve sand and aluminum c = .375
For No. 30 sieve sand and steel c = .310
For No. 30 sieve sand and lead c = . 243
For No. 30 sieve sand and zinc c = .316
For No. 30 sieve sand and aluminum c = .420
For No. 40 sieve sand and steel c = .416
For No. 40 sieve sand and lead c = .332
For No. 40 sieve sand and zinc c = .408
For No. 40 sieve sand and aluminum G = .501
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Vw. Db. Sp.G. Vb. (VwjJ (DbT (Sp.G^ C.
Tho surfaces in contact were No. 40 sieve sand and 2 inch stone
o on o nn
ti % G> 1 d . UU J. • uu <c . y / 1 TO 1 1Q
2.78 " tf 1.66 3.91 tt tf .436
3 . 20 " tt 1.92 4.75 tt ft .424
] ne sun aces in conuac l, were j l o . ^u sieve sand ana x . <co men suone
n 017 i ocC,» <l, f 1 . <JO O >7c,, ( . yu «d. y / T f\A1 . U1- T TO . O'iU
o rfo ft o. y i tt tt
3.20 " tt 1.79 4.75 tt It .429
The surfaces in contact were Ho. 40 sieve sand and 1.00 inch stone
2.27 1.00 2.7 .82 2.97 1.00 T TO
2.78 " tt 1.25 3.91 ft tf .378
3.20 tt 1.67 4.75 tt ft .418
The surfaces in contact were No. 40 sieve sand and 0.63 inch grav
2.27 .63 2.7 .78 2.97 .95 T TO T'X'Z. .Wo
2.78 " n 1. 19 3.91 tt II .333
3.20 " tf 1.56 4.75 tt tt
The surfaces in contact were No. 40 sieve sand cina. u,ou incn prave
2.27 .50 2.7 .73 2.97 .89 T TO1 • lo . <5UU
2.78 " tt l'»08 3.91 tt tf <cyu
3.20 " n 1.39 4.75 tt tt 307
Average constant for No .40 sand and 2.00" stone = .404
Avwrage constant for No .40 sand and 1.25" stone = .390
Average constant for No .40 sand and 1*00" stone = .380
Average constant for No .40 sand and 0.53" gravel = . 341
Average constant for Mo. 40 sand and 0.50" gravel = .286
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Fron the foregoing tabulations it is found that the varia-
tion of 7b, Vw and I)b are practically the sane as that obtained in
the former experiments, but the results obtained by varying the
specific gravity differed somewhat. The power of variation being
Vb = (Sp. G. )' instead of (Sp. G. y . This will give a difference
of 3.4 per cent in the results for specific gravity of 2.7, 6.6
per cent for a specific gravity of 6.8, 7.1 per cent for a specific
gravity of 7.7, and 8.0 per cent for a specific gravity of 11.3.
The relationship last found satisfies the previous experiments very
closely, the coefficients necessarily being larger.
The reasons offered for the difference in the power—deter-
mined for (Sp. G.) is that in the experiments performed previously
the different materials had different surface conditions. The steel
balls were ordinary ball—bearings , obtainable from the automobile
and cycle shops. The glass balls were bought in the toy stores,
and the lead spheres were cast in the foundry and then approximately
rounded by rolling between two plane surfaces, whereas in the latter
experiments the aluminum, zinc and lead had surfaces which approach-
ed very closely the same roughness. The steelf which was not used
for comparison of the variation of specific gravity and Vb) was a
check on the experiments performed last year. The value of the
latter experiments lies in the fact that it was possible to keep
the conditions of the surface in contact more constant and therefore
obtain results which were more reliable. If both sets of experiments
were performed with equal care it is reasonable to suppose that the
variation of Vb, Vw, and Db should be approximately the sane since
the surface conditions for any one material is constant. This was
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found to "be true.
The constants C were divided up to give an approximate
value for each surface of the materials in contact. There glass
and steel are in contact the constant G is divided into tv/o parts
so that a constant can "be obtained for each one of then. In order
to do this the square root of G was taken to obtain K for each sur-
face. The value thus obtained was used to find K for the other
materials in contact by dividing the constant K for either glass
or steel into the constant C for any two surfaces containing either
glass or steel. The assumption is made that the value of the con-
stant K is due to the roughness of the surface and that if this
surface was in contact with one of zero roughness the value of G
would be equal to K for the rough surface. This would assume that
the surface with zero roughness had a coefficient of one. If two
surfaces of K roughness were in contact the value of C would be (K) 2 .
The following values of K were thus obtained;—
For steel .88
For glass .88
For lead .79
For aluminum .75
For wood .65 (planed cedar)
For lead .81 (This is- obtained by using
the value for the wood surface).
For aluminum .80
For ITo. 18 sand .29
For No-. 30 sand .35
For No. 40 sand .47
The relation betvraen the constant K and the effective size
of the sand used on the bottom of the flume v/as obtained by plotting
the value of one as abscissa and the other as ordinate on logarith—
metic and ordinary cross-section paper. This was done to see if
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there was any relation "between the size of the sand on the surface
of the flume and the constant C in the formula.
vh= c
.
4r ~ J-
From the curve the value of the constant K for a sand of a
different size can he closely predicted. The following tahulation
shows the values for the various effective sizes.
Effective size in ra.m.
50.80
51.70
25.40
16. 00
12.70
.49
.68
1.13
Constant for surface
-.085
-.082
'.080
-.072
.060
.473
.352
.288

-47-
mm
L_

U- CF I. 'J. S. rOHM 3

in
98
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
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It will be noted that the -"ork has thus far covered only
the former experiments with a suggestion as to the way to get at a
constant for any size of material used.
Group IV . Experiments made to determine the manner in which
the velocity of the materials moved by the water is effected "by
changes in the slope of the "bed of the stream.
In the set of experiments dealing with the slope the formula
obtained for the zero slope was used and the velocity of hall com-
puted for the experiments as if they had been on a surface with zero
slope. This was subtracted from the actual velocity of balls ob-
tained for the given slope, the other factors being the same for
both cases. This was called ^Vb. The ^Vb was plotted against
Vw, Db, and Sp. G. As the result it was found that the ZXVb varied
as (Vw) 3
,
(Db)"and f Sp.G) 'approximately^ which is the same lav/ of
variation as was obtained for the zero slope. As a further check
the computed Vb for a zero slope was plotted against the Vb obtained
for the given slope with the result that the curve assumed a slope
of 45° on logarithmic plotting paper.
From the following tabulations and curves the last named relation
is found.
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Mo. 40 sandThe surface for rollinr the balls was
Computed Experimental
Vb Vb
Vw Db Sp. G c Zero slope Slope 1 : 320
3.37 2.00
7.7 .41 1.68 2.10
ii 1.25 it ti 1.56 1.88
n 1.00 tt tt 1.50 1.78
ti
.63 it it 1.40 1.70
it ro ti tt 1 . Oft 1 . DU
3.37 2.00 2.7 . 50 2. 14 2.21
8 1.25 ti it 1.99 2.27
II 1.00 tt tt 1.91 2.08
ti
.63 n tt 1.78 2.02
it RO
. ou
tt it 1 • i U i onj. • y u
3.37 2.00 11.3 . .33 1.28 1.50
it 1.25 if tt 1.19 1.47
n 1.00 tt tt 1.14 1.43
ti
.63 tt it 1.06 1.23
tt RO tt tt 1 • U 1 i • ±y
3.37 2.00 6.8 .41 1.-57 1.88
ti 1.25 tt tt 1.55 1.88
it 1.00 it tt 1.49 1.70
n
.63 tt ti 1.39 1.67
tt en
• OU rt it JL . Ou 1 R A
3.20 2.00 7.7 .42 1.56 1.78
rt 1.26 tt ft 1.45 1.63
it 1.00 tt ft 1.39 1.63
ti
.63 tt tt 1.30 1.47
tt
• OU tt it 1 . </0 1 . «jft
3.20 1.25 11.3 1.09 1 . 50
tt 1.00 tt tt 1.04 1.28
tt
.63 ti tt .97 1.19
tt RO ti tt
. yo T TO1 . ±U
3.20 1.25 6.8 .41 1.47 1 • 83
tt 1.00 tt tt 1.41 1.63
h
.63 it it 1.32 1.50
ti
. OU tt tt 1 OA 1 ZLA
3.20 1.25 2.7 .50 2.09 2.27
1.00 it it 2.01 1.92
tt
.63 tt it 1.87 1.87
ti ro
. ou
tt tt i . < y 1 Q A
2.78 1.25 7.7 .42 1.22 1.50
tt 1.00 ti tt 1.17 1.44
tt
.63 tt ti 1.09 1.29
tt
.50 it n 1.04 1.15
2.78 1.25 2.7 .50 1.72 1.87
tt 1.00 ti it 1.65 1.78
tt
.63 tt n 1.54 1.70
if
.50 tt it 1.47 1.67
1
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Corrputed Experimental
Vw Db Sp.G Vb Vb C
zero Plope Slope 1 : 320
2.78 1.25 6.8 1.21 1. 50 .41
tt 1.00 it 1.16 1.36 tt
tt
.63 it 1.08 1.27 ti
n
. 50 ti 1 . 03 1.24 tt
2.78 1.25 7.7 1.21 1 . 50 .42
tt 1.00 ti 1.(16 1.44 ti
ii
. 63 tt 1.08 1.52 it
n
. 50 tt 1. 03 1.21 tt
2.26 1.00 7.7 .93 1.17 .42
n
.63 ft ','83 1.05 ti
ff
. 50 ff . 79 1.07 tt
2.26 1.00 2.7 1.26 1.50 .50
tt
.63 tt 1.18 1.59 tt
ft
. 50 tt 1. 10 1.54 tt
2.26 1.00 6.8 .88 1. 12 .41
it
.63 tt .82 1.05 tt
it
. 50 tt . 79 .99 tt
2.26 1.00 11.8 .68 .86 .35
ti
,65 n .63 .80 tt
tt
. 50 it . 60 .77 tt
The surface for rolling the balls was No. 40 sand. Slope 1 : 160
R 1 CiT)P
_L. \J K/ Vj -I- • X \ \J
7.52 2.00 11.3 1.32 1.84
ii 1.25 ti 1.22 1. 75 ft
it 1.00 it 1.18 1.67 tf
ti
.63 ft 1.10 1.46 ft
ft
.50 1.05 1.45 ff
3.52 2.00 7.7 1.78 2.25 .42
ft 1.25 n 1.66 2. 18 tt
it 1.00 tt 1.59 2.07 tt
it
.63 tt 1.48 1.87 it
it
.50 ti 1.42 1.83 tt
3 . 52 2.00 G.8 1.79 2.35 .41
n 1.25 it 1.65 2 . 24 it
it 1.00 tt 1.58 2.12 it
it
.63 ti 1.47 1.98 it
tt
.50 tt 1.41 1.81 tt tt
3.37 1.25 6.8 1.56 2.10 .41
it 1.00 tt 1 . 50 1.95 ti
it
.63 tt 1.40 1 88 tt
it
.50 it 1.54 1.75 it
3.37 1.25 11.3 1. 15 1. 56 .35
ti 1.00 tt 1.11 1.47 tt
n
.63 tt 1.04 1.52 tt
ti
.50 it .99 1.28 tt

Computed Experimental
Vw Db Sp.G C Vb Vb
zero slope slope 1
..37 1.25 7.7 .42 ' 1.56 2. 12
f? 1.00 ti ii 1.50 1.93
Tl
.63 it ii 1.40 1.88
»»
.50 it ii 1.34 1.73
.20 1.25 11.3 .33 1.06 1.56
ii 1.00 it n 1.01 1.45
it
.63 tt tt .94 1.54
ii
.50 it tt .90 1.23
.20 1.25 6.8 .41 1.46 1.77
it 1.00 tt ti 1.40 1.46
it
.63 tt tt 1.31 1.23
n
.50 tt ti 1.25 1.16
surface for rolling the balls was No. 30 sand.
Slope 1
,52 2.00 2.7 .42 2. 13 2.14
it 1.25 tt tt 1.98 2.04
tt 1.00 tt tt 1.90 1.91
ti
.63 tt tt 1.78 1.79
tt
.50 tt tt 1.70 1.69
Slope 1 : 320
320
.52 2.00 7.7 .31 1.33 1.63
tt 1.25 tt tt 1.23 1.47
tt 1.00 tt tt 1.19 1.41
tt
.63 if tt 1.10 ± . <-)<,
if
.50 tt tt 1.06 1.26
.52 2. CO 6.8 .32 1.37 1.60
tt 1.25 tt ft 1.28 1.53
tt 1.00 n tt 1.22 1.44
ti
.63 tt tt 1.14 1.39
tt
.50 tt tt 1.09 1.30
.52 2.00 11.3 .24 .97 1.29
tt 1.25 N M .90 1.18
tt 1.00 ft ft .87 1.13
rt
.63 tt tt .80 1.07
if
.50 If ft .77 1.00
».37 1.25 11.3 .24 .85 1.02
ti 1.00 tt ti .82 1.00
tt
.63 tt it .76 .86
tt
.50 tt ii .73 .83
.37 1.25 7.7 .31 1. 17 1. 50
tt 1.00 » • tt 1.12 1.42
.63 tt tt 1.04 1.25
tt
.50 tt tt 1.00 1. 15
.37 1.25 6.8 32
it l.CO tt tt
tt
.63 tt tt tt
tt nC tt ii
1.20
1.15
1.08
1.03
1.57
1.44
1.32
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Computed Experimental
Vw Db Sp.G C Vb Vb
zero slope slope 1 : 320
3.20 1.25 11.3 .24 .80 1.07
it 1.C0 tt tt .77 1.00
tt
.63 tf ft .71 .89
. 50 ii ii . 68 . 83
3.20 1.25 7.7 .31 1.09 1.42
tt 1.C0 tt tt 1.05 1.27
»i
.63 tt ft .98 1.21
MM
. 50 ii ff .93 1. 06
3.20 1.25 6.8 .32 1. 13 1.50
n 1.00 tt if 1.09 1.36
tt
.63 tt tt 1.01 1.23
ii
. 50 tt tf .97 1.20
2.78 1.00 6.8 .32 .91 1. 17
tt
.63 ft tt .84 1.02
n
. 50 ii ff .81 . 98
2. 78 1.00 2.7 .42' 1.39 1.44
tt
.63 if tt 1.30 1.32
. 50 1. 24 1. 28
2. 78 1. 00 7.7 .31 .86 1.07
tt
.63 tt ft .80 .98
. 50 ii ff . 77 .92
2.78 1.00 11.3 .24 .63 .88
tt
.63 n tt .59 .72
.
50 ii ii
. 56 .59
The surface for rolling the balls was No. 30 sand. Slope 1 : 160
slope 1 : 160
3.37 1.00 7.7 .31 1.12 1.67
tt
.63 tt n ti 1.04 1.50
tt
.50 n tt .99 1.36
3.37 1.00 11.3 .24 .82 1. 17
tt
.63 tt tt .76 1.14
tt
.50 n tt .72 1. 07
3.37 1.00 6.8 .32 1. 16 1.60
tt
.63 t? 1.08 1.47
tt
.50 || tt 1.03 1.36
l.OG 11.3 .24 .87 1.30
ft
.63 tt tf .81 1.25
tt
.50 u ft .77 1. 18
3.52 1.00 7.7 .31 1.18 1.74
n
. 63 n tt 1.11 1.63
tt
.50 tt tt t» 1.06 1.42
3 . 52 1.00 6.8 .32 1.22 1.83
tt
.65 tt tt 1.14 1.67
tt it
.50 tt it 1.09 1.60
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Computed Experimental
Vw Db Sp.G C Vb Vb
zero slope slope 1 : 160
3. 20 1.00 11.3 .24 .77 1.07
it
.63 tt tt .72 l.Ou
»t
«
tt tt fifl
.DO no
3.20 1.00 7.7 .31 1.05 1.44
11
.63 tt tt .98 1.39
n
•
it tt OA. X » <JiJ
3.20 1.00 6.8 .32 1.09 1.50
n
.63 tt tt 1.01 1.36
tf Rf) tt n Q7 1 ad
The surface for rolling the balls was No. 18 sand. Slope 1 : 320
slope 1 : ?S0
2.26 1.25 2.7 .38 .98 1.04
1. Ou tt tt . 94 1.00
. 63 tt tt . 88 .98
tt
. 50 tt tt .84 R9
2 . 26 1.25 7.7 .26 : .57 .68
n 1.00 tt tt 54 .66
ft
. 63 tt tt 51
tt
. 50 tt tt 4R 4 R
2.26 1.25 6.8 .28 .62 .75
tt
1 00 tt tt RO
.71
tt 63 tt tt 55 .65
tt 50 tt tt 53 R7
2.26 1.25 11.3 ' .20 .42 .49
n 1 00 • tt ^0 .45
ft 63 tt n 37 .38
tt 50 tt tt 36 ou
3.20 1.25 2.7 .38 1.57 1.93
n 1. 00 n tt 1. 51 1.79
n
.63 tt n 1.41 1.59
tt
.50 tt tf 1.35 1 4.RJ. . TtO
3.20 1.25 7.7 .26 • .91 1.05
tt l.Ou tt tt .81 .96
n
.63 ft tt .81 .93
ft
.50 tt tt .77 • OO
3.20 1.2 5 11.3 .20 .66 , .86
t? 1.00 ii tt .64 .81
tt
.63 ft n .60 .74
tt
.50 tt ft .67 70
3. 2U 1.25 6.8 .28 1.00 1.07
tt 1.00 tt n .95 1.00
tt
.63 tt tt .89 .94
ft
.50 tt tt .85 .90
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Computed Experimental
Vw Db Sp.G C Vb Vb
zero slope slope 1 : 320
3.37 2.00 7.7 .26 1.04 1.41
Tf 1.25 tt it .96 1. 14
II 1.00 ti it .92 1.04
11
.63 tt it .86 .96
ft
. 50 tt it . 82 . 83
3.37 2.00 6.8 .28 1.13 1.44
i» 1.25 it it 1.05 1.10
ii 1.00 tt ti 1.01 1.07
it
.63 ti ti .94 1.07
n
. 50 ti rt . 90 1 . US
3.37 2.0U 2.7 .38 1.79 2.08
n 1.25 tt n 1.66 1.93
» 1.00 tt ti 1.60 1. 80
it
.63 tt it 1.49 1.74
tt
. 50 n tt 1 . 4o 1 . 70
3.37 2 . 00 7.7 .26 1.03 1.07
ti 1.25 ft it .97 .84
n 1.00 tt tt .92 " .78
if
.63 it it .86 .71
tt
. 50 tt tt . 82 • oo
The surface for rolling
;
the balls was No. 18 sand. Slope 1 : 160
sloDe i : 160
2.00 11.3 .20 .81 1.26
it
1. 25 n w .75 1.10
ii 1.00 ti tt .72 1. 00
.63 tt ti .67 .88
•I
.50 tt tt C A. 64 . 80
3.52 2.00 6.8 .28 1.20 1.61
it 1.25 tt it 1.11 1.56
it 1.00 n tt 1.07 1.39
n
.63 tt tt 1.00 1.32
n
.50 it ti O A. 94 1. 28
3.52 2.0U 7.7 .26 1.10 1.50
it 1.25 n tt 1.02 1.48
tt 1.00 tt it .98 1.44
»
.63 n tt .91 1.21
tt
.50 it tt . 87 1. 14
3.37 1.25 7.7 .26 .96 1.46
« 1.00 tt ti .93 1.34
ti
.63 ti it .86 1.17
tt
.50 it tt
. 82 1. 04
3.37 1.25 6.8 .28 1.05 1.53
tt 1.00 tt it 1.01 1.32
n
.63 tt ti .94 1. 25
ti
.50 tt ii .90 1.20

V u UD op
.
3.37 1.25 11.
tt i nn It
ft A"*;
tt
tl
.50 It
on i onx « u u 1 TXX.
A*2.
• no
It
tt
.50 tt
^ pn i nn1« uu D .
It A 1*,
. DO ft
it
.50 It
pnO • cU i nnx • u u n
tt a*2, tt
tt
.50 tt
P 7P x . uu 7 7
tt A*2,
.DO tt
tt
.50 ti
p 7Q 1 nnX . UU D . O
tt a*2,
.DO 11
tt
.50 If
P 7Q i onx . uu XX . o
tt A"2,
* DO II
tt
.50 It
P PA i nnX. UU a nD . o
tt
. DO It
tt
.50 II
P PA i nnX • uu X X • o
11 a 12,
. DO 11
tt sn
. ou It
2.26 1.00 7.7
tt
.63 ii
tt
.50 ti
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c V u
f~7 r~\ *y» s~\ q "] r\Tr\a<i>t-iu biupy
.20 .91
tt
.87
tt
« o j.
ti 7P
.20 .64
tt 60
it F>7
.28 .95
tt
. oo
tt R4
.26 .87
tt
. ox
tt 77
.26 : .72
ti 67
. O 1
ii 64-
.28 .78
ti
» ' o
ti 7n
• f u
.20 .53
it 40
it 4-7
.28 .70
it
« uu
ti AP
• Do
.20 .40
tt
. /
it
.
tj
.26 .54
it
.50
it
.48
Experimental
Vb
slope 1 : 160
1. 12
.93
.89
.78
.86
.80
.78
1.36
1.21
1.16
1.29
1. 12
.95
1.07
1.00
.89
1.17
1.10
1.00
.87
.68
.64
.88
.76
.70
.63
.59
.51
.85
.78
.75

98
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
9
8
7
6
6
A
3
2
/
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From the foregoing curves the relation "between Tb and ^> Tb
varies as the first power. From this relation the general formula
for Tb oan he written
where /*(S) is some function of S.
The only variable which enters into the work at this point
which is unknown is /"(S).In order to get at the relation between
(S) and Tb the following method was used, /*fS) was plotted
against the slope of the bottom of the flume. The factors Db, Sp.
G. t surface in contact, and Vw were kept constant. The slope of
the bed of the flume was varied causing changes in the Tb. The
result is a straight line of a slope of 45° on logarithmic plotting
paper. This showed that j/*(S) varied directly with S. The formula
could then be written
,1 *
where K is a constant.
T must next be determined.
From this relation K was computed for many of the experi-
ments and as a result was found to vary between the limits 60 and
68. An average of 64 was used. The next step was to compute the
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Vb from the relation
m
/C VJ A* )(l-h 6*s)
This computed value has been tabulated with the actual
experimental value. An examination of the following tabulations
Will show the percentage variation. The per cent variation of the
computed and the experimental values have "been tabulated on the
following pages;

The surface for rolling "me balls was No. 40 sand. Slop© 1 : 32q
Computed Experimental Computed Percent
VwV IV Db C. Vb Vb vnn* n hi ^ nV CbX X CI L# X UI 1
3.37 2.00 7.7 .416 2.10 2.00 _ .50
1.25 tt tt 1.88 1.86 - 1.06
« 1.00 n it 1 79_L • \J 1 78
tt 63 tt it 1 7uX # f \J 1 66X v UU 2 3S
ft 50 it tt 1 60 1 59
.37 2.00 2.7 .500 2.21 2.30 4.05
ri 1.25 tt tt 2.27 2.13 - 6.20
it
"1 00 tt tt 2 08 2 06 1 00
tt 63 it it 2 02 X • *7 O 5 00
tt 50 tt tt 1 90 1 84X « U X u % xu
.37 2.00 11.3 .332 1.50 1.50 00
tt 1.25 it it 1.47 1.39 _ 5.40
n 1 00 tt it i as 1 24X • U J 9 90
if 63 « tt 1 23 1 24 90
tt
. 50 tt tt 1 1 9 1 19X « X 77 00
3.37 2.00 6.8 .408 1.88 2.00 6.00
tt 1.25 tt tt 1.88 1.85 - 1.60
tt 1 00 tt tt 1 70JL. f) / V-/ 1 78 2 35£_/ ft C* \J
tt 63 tt tt 1 67JL f) W / 1 66 — 60
tt
. 50 tt ft 1 56 1 59 1 9°
3.20 1.25 7.7 .416 1.78 1.64 — 7.90
n 1 00 ft tt 1 63 1 57X # r ^68
tt 63 tt tt 1 47X * tl 1 46X v> XU 68
tt 50 it it 1 34 1 40JL * W 4 47
3.20 1.25 11.3 .332 1.50 1.30 -13.30
n 1 00 it ti 1 28 1 2^ 2 !*4
it 63• ti n 1 19Xt 1 17X.J./
tt
. 50 ti tt 1 10X • X \J 1 11 Q1. X
3.20 1.25 6.8 .408 1.83 1.75 -4.56
it 1 00 tt it 1 63 1 68
• U(J 3 06
tt 63 tt tt 1 50 i n6 4 00
ti 50 tt n 1 46 1 4QX . r ^ 2 06
3.20 1.25 2.7 .500 2.27 2.40 5.72
tt 1 00 tt it 1 92 2 2^ 16 10x -. • X w
it 63
•
it tt
1 °7 a . jlo X. ' - » o\J
tt
. 50 tt ti 1 86 2 03 9 30
!.78 1.25 7.7 .416 1.50 1.47 _ 2.00
ti 1 00 it it 1 44 1 40X • TU
it
. 63 it it 1 ^9 1 30 76
n 50 tt n X • Xu 1 24 7 R5
!.78 1.25 2.7 .500 1.87 2.06 10.15
tt 1.00 ti tt 1.78 1.98 11.10
rt
.63 ti it 1.70 1.85 8.85
tt
.50 tt it 1.67 1.77 6 . 00

a =
0,31 Vur
„
I)b
+ Mi)
^roiU^-»^ d^o cyv^~*— ""^c ^U-— —5Los. .
v.
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Computed Experimental Computed Percent
Vw. Db. Sp.G. C. Vb. Vbv u • v cn. Id uivn
2.78 1. 25 6.8 .408 1. 50 1.44 — 4.00
ti 1. 00 ft ti 1.36 1 3<3 ? 20
ft
.63 tt ti 1.27 1. 29 1. 57
ft
.50 If it 1. 23 1 24 81
2.78 1. 25 7.7 .416 1. 50 1.46 — 2.67
» n 1.00 n tt 1.44 1 41X • " X — ° 78— ' 1 ft / \~s
rt
.63 tt if 1.32 1 31 — 75
tt
.50 tt it 1.21 1.28 5.78
2.26 1.00 7.7 .416 1. 17 1 06 — 9 40
N
.53 tt tt 1.05 99 — 5.74
H
.50 tt ff 1.07 . .95 -11.20
2. 26 1.00 2.7 . 500 1. 50 1-51x • X
It tf
.63 tt ti 1.39 1.42-L- • *- f^J 2. 15
It
.50 ti ti tt 1.34 1.36 1.50
2. 26 1.00 6.8 .408 1. 12 1 06 5 35
it
.63 tt it 1.05 99 — 5. 70
it
. 50 ti ff .99 .95 - 4.05
2. 26 1.0C 11. 3 . 332 . 86 .80 -7.60
it
.63 tt tt .80 .74 -7.60
tt
.50 tt tt .77 .71 -7.80
The surface for rolling the balls was No. 40 sand. Slope 1 : 160
3. 52 2. 00 11.3 .332 1. 84 1.86 1.08
tt 1. 25 tt 1.73 1.73 00
n 1.00 ii it 1. 67 1.66 .60
it
.63 « M 1.46 1.54 5.20
it
. 50 tt It 1.45 1.51 4.16
3. 52 2. 00 7.7 .416 2. 23 2.46 9.70
ti 1. 25 tt tt 2. 18 2.32 6.40
n 1. 00 it tt 2. 07 2 . 22 7.28
n
. 63 it n 1.87 2.04 9.10
tt
. 50 tt tt 1.83 1.96 7.50
3. 52 2.00 6.8 .408 2.33 2.46 5.58
tt 1.25 tt tt 2.24 2.32 3.58
tt 0063 tt H 1. 98 2.05 5.00
ti 50 tt It 1.81 1.96 8.28
tt 1*00 ft It 2.12 2.22 4.70
3. 37 1. 25 6.8 .408 2. 10 2.16 1.90
n 1.00 tt ti 1.93 2. 10 8.80
tt
.63 it ti 1.88 1.97 5.30
it
.50 tt tt 1.73 1.84 6.35
3.37 1.25 11.3 .332 1. 56 1.62 3.84
ti 1.00 tt tt 1.47 1.56 6.10
ft
.63 ti tt 1.32 1.45 9.85
tt
-50 tt tt 1,28 1.39 8.60
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Computed Experimental 6omputed Percent
Vw. Db
.
bp. (j. L> . Vb
.
Vb. Variation
3.57 1.25 7.7 .416 2.18 2.83
it 1.00 it tt 1.93 2.10 8.80
it
.63 tt tt 1.88 1.97 4.78
it
. oO ti tt 1. 73 1. 84 6.35
3.20 1.25 11.3 .332 1.56 1.46 _ 6.85
tt 1.00 ti tt 1.45 1.40 — 3.44
t!
.63 tt it 1.34 1.30 -3.08
If
. 50 it n 1. 23 1. 25 1. 62
3.20 1.25 6.8 .408 1.77 1.46 _ 17.50
it 1.00 tt tt 1.46 1.39 - 4.80
n
.63 tt ti 1.23 1.30 5.70
it
. 50 it ti 1 . 16 1. 25 7. 75
The surface for •rolling the balls was No. 30 sand. Slope 1 : 320
3.52 2.00 2.7 .420 2.14 2. 13 - .49
IT 1. do tt it ... U3: 1.98 -3.94
II 1.00 tt tt 1.88 1.90 1.06
It
.63 tt it 1.79 1.78 - .56
ft
.50 it ti 1.69 1 . 70 . 59
3. 52 2.00 7.7 .310 1 . DO 1.59 — 2.51
tt 1. 25 tt ft 1.47 1.48 .68
ti 1.00 tt tt 1.41 1.42 .70
it
.63 ti tt 1.36 1.52 — 2.94
it
.50 ti tt 1.23 1. 26 2.44
3.52 2.00 6. 8 .316 1.60 1.65 5.12
tt 1.25 tt tt 1.53 1.53 00
it 1.00 tt tt 1.44 1.47 2.08
it
.63 ti tt 1.39 1.37 _ 1.44
tt
.50 tt tt 1.30 1. 31 . 77
3.52 2.00 11.3 .243 1.29 1.17 _ 9.50
tt 1.25 it tt 1. 18 1.09 - 8.55
tt 1.00 tt tt 1 • 13 1.04 - 8.85
ti
.63 tt tt 1.07 .97 - 9.33
tt
.50 it n 1.00 ft r\rr. 93 — 7. 00
3.37 1.25 11.3 .§43 1.02 1.00 - 2.00
ti 1.00 tt tt "1.00 .98 -2.00
ti
.63 tt tt .86 . .91 - 5.80
tt
.50 tt ti .83 . 87 4. 80
3.37 1.25 7.7 .310 1.50 1.40 - 6.67
it 1.00 it it 1.42 1.35 -4.95
i
-
.63 tt tt 1.25 1.25 00
tt
.50 tt tt 1.15 1.20 4.35
3.37 1.25 6.8 .316 1.57 1.44 _ 4.45
tt 1.00 it it 1.44 1.38 -4-. 15
it
.63 it tt 1.32 1.29 -2.32
it
.50 tt n 1.26 1.23 -2.38
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ComputedComputod Experimental Percent
Vw. Db. Sp.G. C. Vb. Vb. variation
3.20 1.25 11. 3 .243 1.07 .95 -11. 10
Tt 1.00 it tt 1.00 .92 — 8.00
»1
.63 tt tt .89 .85 — 4.70
MIT
. 50 u
M
II
.83 .82 — 1.21
3.20 1.25 7.7 .310 1.42 1.31 -8.30
n 1. 00 it tt 1. 27 1.26 —7 *90
ft
.63 tt it 1.21 1.17 -3.30
M
II
.50 II ii 1. 06 1. 12 5.65
3. 20 1.25 6.8 .316 1.50 1.55 — 12. 65
ti 1.00 ti it 1.36 1.30 - 4.61
.63 tt n 1.23 1.21. -1.62
IT
. 50 ItTI 1.20 1. 15 -4. lfi
2.78 1.00 6.8 .316 1. 17 1. 07 — 9.30
it
.63 tt tt 1.00 1.00 - 2.00
If
. 50 ttTI tl»l .98 .96 -2.04
2.78 1.00 2.7 .420 1.44 1.42 - 1.39
n
.63 ti tt 1.32 1.32 00
ItIT
.50 ftII 1*ii 1.28 1.27 — .78
2.78 1.00 7.7 .310 1.07 1. 04 — 2.80
n
.63 tt it .98 .96 - 2.04
ttTI
. 50 ttII ttII .86 .92 + 7.00
2.78 1.00 11.3 .243 .88 .76 —13.60
fi
.63 tt tt .72 .71 - 1.40
II
.50 If itii .59 .67 11.90
The 3urface for rolling the balls was No. 30 sand* Slope 1 : 160
3,37 1.00 7.7 .310 1.67 1.56 — 7.05
It
.63 tt tt 1.50 1.46 - 2.74
H
.50 ti tt 1.36 1.39 2.21
3.37 1.00 11.3 .243 1.17 1.15 — 1.69
ii
.63 it ii 1.14 1.06 -7.00
itIF
. 50 tt tt 1.07 1.02 -4.67
3.37 1.00 6.8 .316 1.60 1.62 1.25
ft
.63 n tt 1.47 1.50 2.04
MU
.50 tt tt 1.36 1.44 5.86
3.52 1.00 11.3 .243 1.30 1.21 — 7.41
tt
.63 tt ti 1.25 1. 13 - 9.60
ItTI
. 50 tt ft 1.18 1.09 - 6.78
3.52 1.00 7.7 .310 1.74 1.66 —4.50
tt
.63 n tt 1.63 1.54 -6.75
IT
.50 tt tt 1.42 1.48 4.23
3.52 1.00 6.8 .316 1.83 1.76 — 3.82
tt
.63 it tt 1.67 1.60 — 4.17
ti
.50 ii tt 1.60 1.53 -4.37
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Computed Experimental Computed Percent
Vw. Db. Sp.G. C. Vb. Vb. variation
5, 20 1.00 11.3 . 243 1.07 1. 07 00
ii
.63 n ti 1.00 1.00 00
*•
TT
. 50 n it #89 .96 7.85
3.20 1.00 7.7 .310 1.44 1.46 1. 39
ti
.33 »i it 1.39 1.36 -2.16
II
. 50 ttIT ttIT 1.35 1.30 4.44
3. 20 1.00 6.8 .316 1. 50 1.52 1.33
n
.63 it ft 1.36 1.41 3.68
it
. 50 ttIT tt 1.40 1.35 — 7
.
56
The surface for' rolling the balls was No. 18 sand. Slope 1 : 320
2.26 1.25 2.7 .375 1.04 1.01 — 2. 88
ii 1.00 tt it 1.00 .97 -3.00
n
.63 it it .98 .90 -8.15
«
.50 itII ii .92 .88 — 9.45
2.26 1.25 7.7 .256 .68 .63 — 7.35
ii 1.00 tt ft .66 .61 —7. 60
it ti
.63 it tt .53 .57 7.55
>i
.50 ft .48 .54 12.50
2.26 1.25 6.8 .276 .75 .74 - 1.33
n 1.00 tt ti .71 .71 00
!f
.63 it ft .65 .66 1.56
It
.50 ti it .57 . 63 10. 50
2.26 1.25 11.3 .203 .49 .51 4. 08
ii 1.00 it it .45 .48 6. 70
ii
.63 it n .38 .45 13.10
TT
.50 ttTT ft .36 .43 19 . 45
3.20 1.25 2.7 .375 1.93 1.86 - 3.62
1.00 it IF 1.79 1.77 - 1. 12
it
.63 n ft 1.59 1.65 3.77
it
.50 TI II 1.48 1.58 6.74
3.20 1.25 7.7 .256 1.05 1.08 2. 86
ii 1.00 it tt .96 1.04 9.30
tt
.63 ti ii .93 .98 5.40
ii
.50 ttIT it .86 .93 8.12
3.20 1.25 11.3 .203 .86 .93 8. 15
n 1.00 it it .81 .89 9.87
ft
.63 « it .74 .83 12.20
tt
.50 ttTT ft .70 .79 12.85
3.20 1.2b 6.8 .276 1.07 1. 18 10.30
n 1.00 it tt 1.00 1. 13 13.00
ti
.63 tt ti .94 1.05 11.60
it
.50 ii tt .90 1.01 12.20
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Computed ::perimental Computed Percent
Vw. Db. Sp.G. C. Vb. Vb. variation
3.37 2.00 7.7 .256 1.41 1.25 - 11.35
n 1.25 ii tt 1.14 1. 16 1.75
tt 1.00 tt tt 1. 04 1. 10 5. 76
ft
.63 tt tt .96 1.03 7.30
tt
.50 tt tt .83 .99 19.30
3.37 2.00 6.8 .276 1.44 1.35 _ 6.25
tt 1.25 tt tt 1. 10 1.26 14.50
n 1. 00 it tt 1. 07 1.21 13. 05
.63 tt tt 1.07 1. 12 4.67
tt
.50 tt it 1.03 1.07 3.87
3.37 2.00 2.7 .375 2.08 2.15 3.46
n 1.25 tt tt 1.93 2.02 4.66
it 1. 00 tt tt 1. 80 1.92 6 . 70
tt
.63 tt tt 1.74 1.79 2.87
ft
.50 tt tt 1.70 1.71 .59
3.37 2.00 7.7 .256 1.07 - . 92 - 14.00
tt 1.25 tt tt .84 .85 1.17
it 1. 00 tt tt . 78 . 82 5. 15
tt
.63 tt tt .71 .76 8.05
tt
. 50 tt ft .63 . 73 15. 80
The surface for rolling the halls was No. 18 sand. Slope 1 : 160.
.52 2.00 11.3 .203 1.26 - 1.14 -9.55
tt 1.25 tt tt 1. 10 '1.05 —4.55
ti 1. 00 tt tt 1.00 1 .01 1 . 00
tt
.63 n it .88 .94 6.80
tt
.50 tt ti .80 .90 11. 10
3 . 52 2.00 6.8 .276 1.61 1.67 3.73
IT 1.25 tt n 1.56 1.55 - .64
If 1. 00 tt tt 1.39 1.49 7. 15
ft
.63 ft tt 1.32 1.39 5.30
tf
.50 tt it 1.28 1.33 3.90
3.52 2.00 7.7 .256 1.50 1.53 2.00
tt 1.25 n ft 1.48 1.43 - 3.38
it 1. 00 tt tt 1.44 1. 37 — 4. 86
tt
.63 ft tt 1.21 1.27 4.95
tt
.50 ft tt 1.14 1.22 7.00
3.37 1.25 7.7 .256 1.46 1.35 - 7.55
II 1.00 tt tt 1.34 1.30 _ 2.98
it
.63 tt tt 1.17 1.20 2.55
ft
. 50 tt tt 1.04 1. 15 10. 60
3.37 1.25 6.8 .276 1.53 1.47 - 3.92
» 1.00 tt tt 1.32 1.41 6.81
tt
.63 tt ft 1.25 1.31 4.80
tt
.50 tt n 1.20 1.26 5.00
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Computod Experimental Computed Percent
Vw. Db. Sp.G. C. Vb. Vb. variation
3.37 1.25 11.3 .203 1. 12 1.00 —10. 70
it 1.00 ti tt .93 .96 3.23
it
.63 it tt .89 .89 00
it
. 50 II .78 .85 11.85
3.20 1.00 11.3 .203 .86 .89 3.49
ii
.63 ti ti .80 .83 3.76
. 50 ItIT tiII .78 .80 2.56
3.20 1.00 6.8 .276 1.36 1.32 — 2.94
it
.63 tt tt 1.21 1.23 1.65
ii
.50 IT tfII 1. 16 1. 18 1. 72
3.20 1.00 7.7 .256 1.29 1.22 —3.87
n
.63 tt tt 1.12 1.13 .89
N
. 50 ii .95 1. 08 13. 60
2.78 1.00 7. 7 .256 1.07 1.00 _ 6.55
tt
.63 tt tt 1.00 .93 _ 7.00
tt
.50 ft tt .09 .89 00
2.78 1.00 6;8 .276 1. 17 1.09 -6.85
t!
.63 tt tt 1.10 1.01 — 8.20
fft
. 50 ii Ifii 1.00 .97 _ 3.00
2.78 1.00 11.3 • 203 .87 .74 ._ 8.05
i»
.65 it it .68 .69 1.47
M
. 50
H M
. 64 . 66 3. 12
2.26 1.00 6.8 .276 .88 . 83 — 6.25
tt
.63 tt it .76 .77 1.32
ft
.50
M
II Ti
.70 .74 5.74
2.26 1.00 11.3 .203 .63 .57 _ 9. 55
tt
.63 it it tt .59 .53 -10.02
tt
.50 it tlTi .51 .50 _ 2.00
2.26 1.00 7.7 . 256 .85 .76 -10.60
it
.63 tt tt .78 .71 - 9.00
ii
.50 ii n .75 .68 - 9.33
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The tabulations show that the average computed value is
about five per cent greater than and about five per cent less than
the experimental value. The cases where the per cent is high can
be explained as follows; For a velocity of ball of 0.5 feet per
second an error of .05 feet per second in obtaining the experimental
reading for Vb would give six per cent
. For large velocities of
water an error of 0.2 of a second in the reading of the time may
give an error of from three to four per cent. The experimental
readings were repeated five times to eliminate as much as possible
the errors which are certain to come into the work. There is
another factor which enters into the results obtained with small
balls, the curve showing the velocity of a stream of water at dif-
ferent depths shows that the maximum velocity of water is not at
the surface but a certain distance below. The shape of the curve
shows that near the bottom the rate of change in the velocity of
the water is very rapid.
V
Ss
I
l<?
io
4*
60
So
too * o zu ; •a tU> 9Q / 10 tx o /.W /- •o /• '
Percent o f mea y\ velocity
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In performing the experiments the writer found that it was not
practicable to adjust the pitot tube and the velocity of water for
every ball, therefore the velocity computed from the reading given
by the pitot tube would not be the average velocity of the water
that was acting on the small ball since the mouth of the pitot tube
might be a little above the point of average velocity for the small
balls and a little below the point for the large balls.
The value of the constant used in the formula suggests
that it may possibly be related to 2g. The formula may then be
written
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CONCLUSIONS
A definito relation exists between the specific gravity of
the material and the velocity with which it is moved "by a current
of water. It follows from this that a s'imila: relation exists
"between the specific gravity of the material and the velocity of
water required to start it moving along the stream bed. For spher-
ical "bodies the following relation exists.
Vb oL 2u
(Sp.G) 6
A definite relation exists between the size of the material
and the velocity v/ith which it is moved by a current of water. For
spherical bodies the relation is
Vb *
A definite relation exists between the velocity of the water
and the velocity of the material. For siiherical bodies
expresses the relation existing within the range of the experiments.
It is evident that this expression will not hold for large values
of Vw , because V-^ may become larger than Vw if large enough values
of Vw are taken.
A definite relation exists betv/een the velocity of the mater-
ials and the slope on which it is moved
* (1 Is)
expresses the relationship existing.
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For the sake of definiteness the experiments were made on
spherical "bodies, hut it is thought that the results will "be appli-
cable in a general way to "bodies of irregular shape. Of course,
when dealing with irregular "bodies the mean results must be consid-
ered, and great variation from the mean must "be expected in many
cases.
The experiments ^vere made with spheres rolling on compara-
tively smooth surfaces. In the case of gravel the movement takes
place on a bed consisting of bodies of about its own size. The
results of the experiments do not apply to this case, ^he results
are more applicable to the conditions in a sewer, as in this case
the gravel or sand is moved along a comparatively smooth invert.
The writer is of the opinion that the experiments which
have been described should be repeated and extended. Much time was
spent in constructing apparatus and in planning experiments, and it
is felt that the method of experimenting finally used is a logical
one
.
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APPEITDIX A
An explanation of the use of logarithmic plottings to deter-
mine the exponents and coefficients of an exponential equation nay
he useful.
It is the particular property of logarithmic section paper
that for all relationships which involve multiplication, division,
raising to powers or extraction of roots, the lines representing
them are straight. It ma;/ be readily proved as follows. Any such
relationship may he represented by an equation of the form
y = mix)
This equation may be expressed logarithmically as
log y = log m + h log x.
If this equation was plotted on ordinary cross—section
paper, with log y, log m and n log x having numerical values, the
result would be a straight line which might be written in the form
y = ax + b.
Since y and x are variables the slope of the curve repre-
sented by this equation will be a. The process as explained so far
has been to take the logarithms of values and plot them on ordin-
ary cross—section paper. Instead of taking the logarithms of
values and plotting them on ordinary cross—section paper we may
take the numbers and plot them on logarithmic section paper and
obtain the same result. The result will be a straight line whose
slope is a.
For experimental data in whiah we wish to find the exponen-
tial relation between the variables, the properties of logarith—
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raio plottings are readily applicable. The points representing
the experimental data may "be plotted and a line joining then drawn.
If the curre approaches very nearly a straight line it may "be
assumed that the variables have an exponential relation which can
he expressed by the equation
y = mix)
From the slope of the curve may be obtained n. The value
of m may be computed from the logarithmic relation by taking the
exponential values of y and x in the equation
log y = log m + n log x.
or
log m = log y — n log x.
If possible the value of x should be chosen as 1. The
equation then becomes
log m = log y.
m = y
and the value of m can be read directly from the intersection of
the curve representing the experimental plottings, with the value
of the y axis corresponding to x = 1.
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APPENDIX B
The following derivation for the velocity of water required
to start materials moving on the bed is given in text books on
hydraulics.
Nomenclature
•
D
Vw
Vx
Vb
w
Vws
diameter of ball
velocity of water striking ball
velocity of water behind ball
velocity of ball
weight of a cubic foot of water
velocity of water required to start material
rolling
Sp.G.= specific gravity of ball in water units
y = vertical height of the obstruction to the
rolling of the ball
A = horizontal distance from the center of gravity
of the ball to the point about which it rotates
g = acceleration due to gravity (^2.2 ft. per sec.)
The pressure of the water on the sphere from the principle
of impulse and momentum is
TT w D*
4 g
(VWB )*
The resisting force is proportional to the weight of the
sphere
7Tw D
3 (Sp.Q. ) K
6 g
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Equating
7T w D* fVwo)* = 7TW D
? (Sp.G)
4g 6 g
or
(Vws)* = 2D (Sp.G) K
3
Since the masses of bodies of similar shape and the same
material are in proportion to the cube of the diameter
(Vws)* = KM (Sp.G) 3 (1)
which shows that for similar bodies of the same material the mass
which can be moved increases with the sixth power of the velocity.
It must be emphasized that the equation is not to be directly-
compared with the equation derived from the experiments, because
they refer to entirely different conditions.
The equation derived from the experiments, is
Vb
°(SV%£- ( 1 +64S ) (2)
where S is the slope of the bed.
Assuming all quantities except Vw and (Sp.G) constant, equat ion
(2) reduces to
K _ (Vw )^
(Sp.G)*
or
(Vw) = K (Sp.G) 1
instead of
(Vws) = K(Sp.G)^
derived from equation (1)
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Assuming all quantities except Vw and D constant equation
(2) reduces to
or
instead of
(Vws) = K (D ) *
derived from equation (.1)
It will be noticed that there is no agreement between form-
ulas (1) and (2). Formula (1) was derived for a stationary object
on the point of being moved, while formula (2; is empirical and
shows the relations existing between the velocity of the material
being movedand the other variables. The great differences between
the two equations may be explained in part by the fact that the
balls are rolling on the bottom of a flume, and that near the bottora
great variation exists in the velocity of the water at different
depths. Formula (1) was derived on the assumption of a uniform
velocity (Vws) acting over the face of the ball.
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Th e following is an attempt to derive an expression showing
the relation between the velocity of the ball, the velocity of the
water, the diameter of the ball and the specific gravity of the
material composing the ball.
When the ball is at rest ( see figure)
the moment tending to turn it is
M
or
M = frw)V(Vx)/(^^^j ( | - y) . . . . ( 3)
the resisting; moment is
M = ILiRll (Sp.G) w A (4;
6
When the ball is just on the point of moving (3) is equal to (4
f(Vw)V(yx|(7T(P)*w j ( £ - y) = JL-f^- iSp.G) w A
When the ball has a uniform velocity (Vb) the moment tending
to keep the ball in motion is
M = tfvw - Vb)V(Vx - Vbf^ W^J (| _ y) • .(5)
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The moment resisting any acceleration of the ball is
II =
w (D)
. w (Sp.G) A . . . . (6)
6
Combining (5) and (6)
f(Vw - Vb)V(Vx - Vbfjf(-2^£i- ) (| - y) = ^LlDf w (Sp.G) A
or
D
/(Vw - VbMVx - Vb)7 | li^aTA = o
or
2(Vb)t(Vw;Zf (Vxf- 2VwVb - 2VxVb = § [
?P>G) \
3 K - y)
Let I
(SP .g; A
= c
and solving for (Vb ) by the method
aX%bX +- c where X = -*> " 4a-°
2 a
where
a = 2 b = -2(Vw +Vx) c =(Vxf-(Vw * - C
Vb = 2 (Vw ± A"4(Vw*+2VwVx -|Vx*)-8(Vx* f V# - C)5 — 4
Vw f Vx -h /SVwVx -^VW j^(Vx)1- 2C
Vb = —1 r
2 2
Assuming that(Vx) is some function of (Vw) which is very
probable we can write
Vb = i(Vw f /Vw) - 1 >vwfVw - ( Vw f - f{ Vw ) -ZcT



